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Oux progrem for the of two PDP-1 Standard
per month is well underway. The present program calla for the delivery
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Our pragvram for the construction of two PDP-4 Standard Co:
has been slow in starting. This has heen due to Changes,which have had moat of one wining diagrams and cable tied
up in Drafting. Wiring G amg were d taia past Eviday,Oct. 26 and we are wiring 3 sete of sub-asserblies. Where
ave still some cable schedules thas have not been released. Nven
with this delay, I feel quite confident that we wilh deliver
PDR-4's to Checkous during the menth ef November. However,

scheduled Gates. All scheduled dates are haseda on a

months.

be rather Late in the month. Nov. 19 and Hov. 39 are BE > coer

a : : :
: wo Le nme

Checkout at the beginning and end of each month in a



PRODUCTION SCHEDULE COMPUTERS
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DATE October 31, 1962

SUBJECT Computer Sales Leads

TO Nick Mazzarese FROM Bob Savell

PDP~1 Systems Research Laboratories, Dayton, Ohio

| contacted Mr. Roy Griffis, who is the only one who | have had anything to do with
at Systems Research Lab, in connection with their computer orders. He said that they have
included PDP-1 in a proposal to an Air Force group at Wright-Patterson, and at present have
a second Tape Unit 50 on order from us. Other than this there were no immediate prospects
for more PDP-1's, They are pleased with the present installation, 1 would suggest that some=

one in computer sales or Harlan Anderson get in touch with one of the people higher up in the

organization whom they have had contact with before to pursue this a bit further.

PDP=1 Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Livermore, California

In three talks with Ed LaFranchi, who is the head of the Digital Systems Department for

the entire laboratory, and with Glenn Strahl, who is the engineer in charge of our installation

PDP, is quite satisified, however, he relates that Mr, Sid Fernbach, whose title | don't recall

right now but is the man who controls all the money, is quite unhappy about the whole system.
The points of unhappiness are as follows:

at PDP find that prospects do not look as bright as they once did for another PDP at least in

the immediate future. LaFranchi, who is the one who drew up the specification for the origina

1, The Uptime card reader still does not work very well, Operaters have to try 2 or 3 times

to get a deck of cards to run through the reader. LaFranchi feels that part of this is the

fault of the operators, however, he says that the Uptime circuitry still contains many

problems some of which Uptime is working on, some of which Uptime does not want fo

believe really exist, LaFranchi feels that as it stands now they will probably keep the

Uptime. He feels that further education of the users will cause more satisfaction with

the system.

The Uptime was not supplied by us as part of the system but is being rented by LRL from

Uptime. Of course, most of the users don't know anything about the financial arrange-

ments, and so a black eye for Uptime is a black eye for the whole system. | don't believe

that there is much we can do about this with the possible exception of trying to tell them

all we can about the Burroughs 800 Card-a-Minute Reader and hope that they may decide

to get rid of the Uptime one of these days.

2, The Potter 90611Tape Units: It seems that Fernbach has never liked Potter, and he is not

any happier now than he ever was. This again looks as if it is problem that we cannot

price basis, LaFranchi says that electrically things are working nicely, They have had

at least one trouble with the tape units since they have been installed but this was cleared
do too much about unless we were to replace them with other transports on an exchange

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS &



Nick Mazzarese Page 2 October 31, 1962

up to the best of my knowledge quite quickly so that they do not have any real complaints
electrically. Fernbach's main complaint is that these things just are not as simple to
operate as the IBM Transports which appears to be true. LaFranchi gave me the indication
that they were going to do something about getting rid of the 906 II's. They do not know
as yet exactly what they are going to do though.

LRL is interested in our new tape control for the IBM high density tapes. There is a good
possibility we could sell them at least one of these to go on their system.

3. The Ultra-Precision CRT: The main source of trouble here, of course, is the fact that
they mysteriously suffered a burned out tube a while back and that during the course of
installing a new tube Glenn Strahl make an error which caused another tube to burn out.
They admit to their error on the second tube, however, it would be nice if we had a
cathode ray tube protection circuit installed to prevent these goofs which result in $1200
catastrophic failures on which there is no salvage. We are at present working on a circuit
that will do this, One more point of unhappiness on the precision is the mechanism for
adjusting the focus coil which we admitted at the time of installation was not as good as it

EJCC meeting today. We will be testing that one out during this week.
could be. We are in the middle of designing a new one which think | mentioned at the

They are very happy with the results they have been getting using the Ultra-Precision

used to detect shades of gray. They have been able to detect 25 shades. For a simple
CRT, however. The most recent eyeball program they have been experimenting with

+

s ngle photo-multiplier eyeball arrangement this pretty darn good,

| told Ed that we wanted to make sure they were satisified with the system and especailly
so if their unhappiness was the prime reason for not ordering another PDP at this time.
They have been very nice in all our dealings with them, and many times when we have
offered to do things for them or come out and help them they have said, no, nodon't do.

that, but | feel that we should discuss the problem further and possibly take the initiative
on our own to improve the situation as possible even if they don't insist on it.
It is certainly worth some investment of time and money if it will result in another system
sale,

Mrs. Dorothy Monk, who has also swung quite a bit of weight out there in the past and

also has been quite unhappy about the whole system but primarily about the Uptime card

have swung the most weight as far as the original purchase and purchase of another PDPreader, is leaving on November 8th. She and Mr, Fernbach are the two people who

are concerned.

With regard to the new tape control unit for the high density tape, Ed is concerned because

in the proposal for this tape unit that we sent to them we gave them the option of permanently

selecting two out of three possible densities, He feels that this is a drawback over the IBM

unit which offers programmable selection of two out of three, He says they would gladly
pay a few extra dollars for this added selection privilege.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS &



e Nick Mazzarese Page 3 October 31, 1962

| quizzed them about the possibility of selling them a 16" Display for their 7090, It.

turns out that in another month they are getting a DD-80 from Data Display to hang on
the 7094, The price for this unit Ed tells me is between 50 and 100K. They are also

buying a precision display from Data Display (Data Display's first precision) with a

Vought camera. He didn't say how much this assemblage was going to cost. They are

using a direct data input which is going to cost them 100K for the direct data input alone
exclusive of the data channel cost, and will tie up one of their regular data channels
full time, However, they will be able to plot points at a 2 microsecond rate and point
characters at about a 50KC rate, he said, The 2 microseconds sounds too fast to be

correct to me.

He also broughfup the interesting information that he had been down to visit Trans-data
in San Diego a couple of months ago as they were readying a display to be delivered, he

thinks, to MITRE Corporation with a 33KC point~plot rate and a 62 1/2KC character

mode. The price for this unit was to be over 100K, so it looks as if I'll have to get on
the ball and see what | can find out about both of these units as we are thinking about

building something along the same line..

E ec: Stan Olsen

Ben Gurley
Bob Beckman
Ted Johnson West Coast Office

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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SUBJECT
TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

Module Testing

Gerdan bell

Wekeen viewill join earty ln November to de Productio Englnser=

@ computer to him tumedictely thet he get ofl testing
& computer,

Ne hes ae

would tthe te have the computer underway befere he gete here.

DATE 062
Our

FROM Kenneth Oben4.

Wil yeu ved

1 expeet the? in few manthe will be
andcomputer We heave insressed

module

many ways end we can turn out unite very effectively but module teste
ing bs atill « severe bettie neck, We hove hired « fellew named Ken

this ganerel area. Thiswill be his task end | would Itke te have
ing. He is a relatively senior end seppusedly quite capable in

with computers and 00 leaming towe 8
tehe @ itetle tie, but | think thet will be relatively easy. tHe probablywi ned come help tn programming. The mest s

Olean

Jack

Geb Hughes
Herlen Andersen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 30 1962
SUBJECT Foxboro Sales lead & Medical Computer
TO Nick Mazzarese FR OM Arthur Hall

The status of Foxboro as a past and future customer as follows:

Foxboro=Nabisco Computer with printer-keyboard , reader, punch, RTO and
A=D has been accepted and/remtins in-house until Foxboro
wants to send it to

Nabisco...
Coming This computer with printer-kéyboard, reader, punchRTO and

special |/O interface has been accepted and remains in-house
until Coming wants it. This machine has been bought by Coming
to be used with Foxboro equipment and with Foxboro engineering
assistance, 4

Foxboro Is working on bids to Boston Edison, Monsanto and probably other manufacturers
as well, They have been making some kind of a decision about what computer they will
use for their control system. While we have not been told, it looks as though DEC has
been selected.

If this Is the case, we can expect momentarily to receive an order for one computer for
Foxboro's own use and up to 4 more for proposed business. They would do this to take
advantage of the liberal discount with advantageous cancellation privileges.

If memory serves me correctly, Foxboro's projected sales would mean about 4 computers
for 1963 and perhaps 10 for 1964.

Foxboro {s interested in the PDP=4 Extended Arithmetic Element end the Drum, both
under development. Drums will probably be a part of most future orders from Foxboro.
They have to the best of my knowledge displayed no interest In card handling equip=
ment. In reply to my specific question, most of their customers are not Interested in
line printers although some Interest might be generated if we had a printer In the range
of $7+15K. (There might be a possibility of making a print er in this price range by using
the Kleinschmidt printer)

Pertinent to this subject (although not to Foxboro) Is the medical fleld. Harlan Anderson,
Gordon Bell and | met yesterday with Stephen Lorch and Frank Irvin of Massachusetts General
Hospital to discuss the computer they will be receiving.

They spoke during the discussion of the Increasing interest in computers for medical work

. that has developed over the last two years. They mentioned computers being used at Johns!
Hopkins in Baltimore (maybe as many as 10), at Sloane=Kettering and Einstein Hospitals in
N.Y. and at some other locations | don't remember. CDC apparently has a two year

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



@ jump in this fleld with perhaps 6 computers in vse.

Classes being given by Stephen Lerch at the Harvard Medical Schoo! hove revealed a
great deal of interest in computer use for diagnostic medicine. Some of the students

more involved work next summer. With this type of Interest ond the large amount of
money available to medicine from foundations and the government, may be en
explosive expansion of computer-orlented medical research. The National institute of
Health apporently has half a billion dollars to spend on research and is very favorably
inclined towards computers for this purpose.

have already done somemedical programming during last and eager to de

if Dr, may be taken representative of the field, then there Is a need for fast
A~D equipment with & bit accuracy (blelogical-type

cose. Some people using the very fast Raytheon equipment te tepe the Information
it be processed later, Dr. lrvin spoke ef having 0 te 1.5v positive outputs from

the fape equipment he Is using, this necessitating e OC amplifier for each channel of
input. Channel requirements may go above 100 in instonces.

overoge apparently
have better aceurocy) and accuracy ranging from 4 te 10 bits depending upon the

Immediate and thorough exploratory work In this fleld might well put us on the ground
floor of a business benanza of the future.

ce: Ken Olsen
Herlan Anderson
Gordon Bell

TTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSE



SUBJECT Conference Papers

DATE 30 October 1962

INTEROFFICE
6 MEMORANDUM

TO Olsen FROM Stu Grovern
lan Anderson

Stan Olsen
Dick Best
Ben Gurley

ar

John Fadiman

Attached is a copy of the technical meetings notice
compiled and distributed in the MITRE Corporation each
quarter. I thought you might be interested in both
its form and substance. Note that it gives abstract
deadlines in each month's listing. If we have enough
technical development to warrant it, I could

1. Continue to obtain copies of the MITRE

Russ Doane, Gordon Bell)
compilation and forward them to you and
others you might designate (e.g.,

2. Compile a list narrowed to DEC's interests
and distribute it as above

3. Continue my present practice of sending
notes to Dick whenever I see deadlines
coming.

I'd appreciate your comments.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



MEETINGS Date

Monday 1-3

Monday 1-4

Sunday 712

Monday 8-10

Friday 12-13

Monday 15-18

Monday 22-24

Wednesday 25-27

Tuesday 30-31

Due
ABSTRACTS Date

Friday le

Friday

OCTOBER -- DECEMBER 1962, TECHNICAL MEETINGS

OCTOBER

Organization

8th Nat'l Communi -
cation Symp

Annual Mtg: Air
Traffic Control Assn

3rd Annual Symp on
Switching Circuit
Theory & Log Design

Nat'l Electronics
Conf

Tth Annual Electronic
Symp

Symp on Space Pheno-
mena and Measurement

ECCANE (East Coast
Conf on Aerospace &
Navigational Electr)
1962 Electron Devices
Meeting

Conf on Spaceborne
Computer Eng

Organization

1963 Nat'l Winter Conv Ambassador Hotel Los
on Mil Elec

IRE Internat'1 Conv

Place

Hotel Utica & Munici-
pal Aud, Utica, NY

Flamingo Hotel, Las
Vegas, Nev

Chicago, Ill

McCormick Place
Chicago, I11

Greensboro Coliseum
Greensboro, NC

Statler-Hilton
Detroit, -Mich

Emerson Hotel Balti-
more, Md

Sheraton Park Hotel
Washington, D.C.

'Disneyland Hotel
Anaheim, Cal

Mtg Place & Date

Angeles, Calif Jan
31--Feb 1, 1963

Coliseum &Waldorf-
Astoria Hotel, NY
Mar 25-28

NOVEMBER

Organization

15th Annual Conf on

Place

Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Engineering in Bio and Chicago, I11
Medicine

Sponsor

'PGCS, Rome-Utica
Section

PGSET

ATEE Computing De-
vices Committee

TRE, AITEE, et al

North Carolina Section

:

AEC, PGNS, NASA

PGANE, Balt, Md Section

PGED

PGEC :

.

Contact

100 word unclass, abstr
500 word summary, sketch
of author; Fred P. Adler,
-Manager, Space Systems
'Diy Hughes Aircraft Co
Culver City, Calif
Dr. D. B. Sinclair,
"IRE Hagrs, 1 E. 79 St., .

19

NY.

Sponsor

PGBME, AIEE, ISA 5\ MEETINGS Date

} Sunday 4.7



NOVEMBER (continued)
MEETINGS

Thursday

Monday

Wednesday

Monday

Tuesday

Friday

Monday

Wednesday 28-30

ABSTRACTS

Thursday

PAPERS

Thursday

MEETINGS

Tuesday

Friday

Date

1-3

a-T

12-15

4-6

Symp on Continuum
Mech °,

NEREM (Northeast Res
and Engineering Mtg)

National Mtg, Opera-
tions Research Society
of America

8th Annual Conf on
Magnetism and Mag-
netic Materials

NEREM (Northeast Res
and Engineering Mtg) .

16-17 end Canadian IRE Com-
munications Symp

MAECON (Mid-America
Electronics Conf)

1962 Ultrasonics Symp

Organization
Int'l Solid State
Circuits Conf

Organization
4 th Joint Aut Cont
Conf

Place

MIT, Cambridge, Mass

Commonwealth Armory,
Somerset Hotel, Boston

Sheraton Hotel, Phil

Penn-Sheraton
Pittsburgh, Pa

Boston, Mass

Queen Eliz Hotel
Montreal, P.Q. Can

Hotel Continental
Kansas City, Mo

Columbia Univ, New
York City

Mtg Place & Date

Sheraton Hotel and
Univ of Penn, Phil,
Pa, Feb 20-22, 1963

Mtg Place & Date

Univ of Minn, Min-
neapolis,. Minn
June 19-21, 1963

DECEMBER

Organization
FICC (Fall Joint. Com-
puter Conf)

PGVC (PG on Vehicular
Communications) Conf

Place
Sheraton Hotel, Phil
Pa

Disneyland Motel
Los Angeles, Calif

SponsorOrganization

SIAM

Region 1

ORS

PGMIT, AIEE, AIP

NEREM

Montreal Section

Kansas City Section

13-15

19-20

PGUE

Due
ContactDate

S. K. Ghandi, Philco
Scientific Lab, Blue.
Bell, Pa

1

Contact

Hdqrs: AIEE, IRE,
ASME, OR AIchE

Sponsor

Due
Date

15

Date

'AFIPS, (PGEC, ATEE,
ACM)

PGVC.6-7



MEETINGS Date

DECEMBER (continued)
Organization Place

Phila, Pa

Monday 17 ATEE/IRE Int'l Conf Shoreham Hotel,
on Nonlinear Magnetics Wash, DC, April 17-

19, 1963

Sponsor

AAASWednesday 26-31 Annua). Nat'l Mtg & Exp Amer Assoc for Ad-
of Sei & Ind vancement of Sci,

Contact
Due

ABSTRACTS Mtg Place & DateDate Organization

TRE Haars



SUBJECT:

TO:

THE FOLLOWING 1S A LEST OF MODULES RETURNED FCR REPAIR DURING

UNIT

62

1103

[103

1103

1103

1105

1105

1105

1105

105

1105

1165

1105

1305

105

thet

REPAIR RETURNED KOCULES

SERPAL NO.

237%

40294

C056545 D

0057533 D

C028737 D

0036935

0060556

0055: 86

0055192

00361 22

C026139

0035125

0025538

0035312

0036158

0034697

0034693 D

00344345 D

0034: 78 D

0034700 O

0034162 D

0035538 D

CUSTOMER

8.8. & i.
D.E.C,

D.E.C,

D.E.C.

D.E.C.

D.E.C.

D.E.C.

D.E.C,

D.E.C.

D.E.C.

D.E.C.

D.E.C.

D-€.€.

D.E.f,

D.E.C.

D.€.C,

DATE:

FROM:

THE WEEK OF OCTCBER 29,

JIM CUDMORE

DEFECT

SII188A - 203 T.!. SHORTED
2N744-221 T.1. SHORTED
2N744 T.1. OPEN
2N744 T.1. HIGH IEBO

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

DOO!

NONE

NONE

NONE

SHORTED

MAB9 SHORTED

OCTOBER 30, 1962

NONE

NONE

NONE

KRONE

NCNE

NONE

NONE

NONE

D.E,C. NONE

NONE

D.E.C, NONE

D..C. NONE



w

REPAIR OF RETURNED MODULES (CONT.)

@ UNIT SERIA. NO. CUSTOMER DEFECT

titi 03238 D D.E.C. NONE

120} 0036655. P 0.E.C. TRANSFORMER LEAOS SHORTED

t201 0036657 P 0.€., SAME AS ABOVE

$20! 0036511 P J.P.L. SAME AS ABOVE

1209 0016248 & UNKNOVN NONE

$205 0019133 INTERMITTENT OSCILLATION CAUSED BY QIO
(MABO 6210 PHILCO 2u4)

10 62632 UNKNOWN HIGH VCE (2N 1427 1C 3 PHELCO 260)

1209 0016993 K UNKNOWN MAO (23 PHILCO 260) OPEN BASETO
EMITTER 0001 OPEN

1209 0022341 K €.A. MASO SHORTED

1209 0020872 K UNKNOWN NONE.

10 78242 K ADX-8 MAGO OPEN -- DOO! OPEN --

@ REPLACED MABO -- VCE TOO HIGH

1209 0020667 K UNKNOWN NONE

$209 0020577 K UNKNOWN NONE

10 0030928 UNKNOWN NONE

1209 0044913 K 7.7, NONE

10 K UNKNOWN NONE

1209 0043269 K UNKNOWN NONE

10 OOE 6248 K URENOUN NONE

i3it O01sdS E NONE

0016403 E UNENOUN NONE

1311 O01G407 UNKNOWN NONE

i3tt 0016569 UINOWN NONE

131! coresss & UNKNOWN NONE

6245

@ 0018560 UNKNOWN NONE



PAER OF RETURED

1684

1684

1685

1972

1972

1972

1973

1973

1973

19°73

1978

3302-C

4204

4204

4215

SERIAL NO.

00435 G

90028 G

0021594

002113 G

0026163 D

82286 C

0052845 C

0020504 B

0008759 B

0040464 8

00516 8

0005508

0OS5307 C

COSSR09

0020-103

0043197 &

0043!43 6

88392 B

83058 6

04937 B

052573 B

0060236 B

CUSTOMER

D.E.C.

D.E.C.

D.E.C.

D.E.C.

O.E.C.

D.E.C.

U.S. ARMY

D.E.C.

0...

VENUS

D.E.C.

PROTOTYPE

PDP-4

PDP-4

DEFECT

PULSE WIDTH TOO SMALL + REFLACED T; & To
WITH (2)T2003'S REPLACED Rt7 WITH
22 OHM RESISTOR,

SAME AS ABOVE

NONE

UNIT

1440

1410

NONE

MASC (SPRAGUE 2-19) SHORTED
Moos (2-08) SHORTED

1540 A.E.

2N7I1A Tt. OPEN

NONE

VCE TOO HIGHD.E.C.

MDI 14 LEAKY -- REPLACED OBSOLETE 2N599
WITH GA2I2

NONE

EXCESSIVE ICBO ats065 GI32

UNKNOWN

BECKMAN

NONED.E.C.

00323 D.E.C, NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

BCARD SLICES PAST TOP STOP

MD114 OPEN

MDI14 OPEN

WRONG DIODE & WRONG WATTAGE RESISTOR
$N SOARD

2ni499 A OPEN

NONE

NONE

4215

4218

4218

ALL TRANSISTORS MISSING
4218



a

REPAIR OF RETURNED MODULES (CONT.)

SERIAL NO,

0042868

0019985

0020909 E

128 c

OF A TOTAL OF 74 MODULES RETURNED,

~4.

CUSTOMER DEFECT

PDP-1 REPLACED D3

O.E.C. NONE

0.€., NONE

CRC OAL BREAK IN PRINTED CIRCUIT GROUND LINE

UNIT

4301

4301

4301

4603

48 HAD NO DISCERNIBLE DEFECTS,



TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE October 30, 1962

Ben Gurley FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

During the ISA Show Andy received a call from John Mc Carthy at Stanford
University saying that he was Interested Ina «DP-1. I called him back the
next day and talked with him about the general problem. He is very Interested
in a PDP=1 because he has his teaching programs already written with that comp=
uter. He didn't have the money Initially but he does feel he can get it. 1 told
him | thought we could give him a 10% discount but he was a little disappointed
with how small this discount was. | think It would be important for us to get a
PDP-1 out there and so | suggest that you follow up on this and feel him out as
to how much discount we would have to give him in order to sell the machine
there. | think we might go as high as 20 or 25% discount.

His telephone number is Area Code 415, DA 1--2300, Extension 2312.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce: Harlan Anderson

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



erINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Foxboro
TO _ FROM Stan Olsen

A few weeks ago while interviewing an applicant for a

DATE October 30, 1962

Aud

job in the Sales Department, we were discussing our

relationship with Foxboro, and I was somewhat amazed at his
statement that Foxboro is definitely building their own

computer "for process control". It seems this fellow was

interviewed by the Natick Foxboro people and this was one

of the interesting projects he was to work on.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 29, 1962
SUBJECT ADVERTISING REVIEW MEETINGS
TO K. H. Olsen FROM J. L. Atwood

," H. E. Anderson
S&S. C. Olsen

Would it be possible to start the every-other-Thursday advertising
review sessions with this Thursday's meeting of the Works Committee?

We have a good-sized backlog of things to discuss, so the sooner we
get at it, the more help it will be. In addition, starting this
week would put us on a good cycle with respect to trade shows and
other distractions. The meetings would then comes November 1, 15
and 29; December 13 and 27; January 10 and 24; February 7 and 21;
March 7 and 21; April 4 and 18; May 2, 16 and 30; and June 13 and
27.

This schedule would skip Thanksgiving Day, Fall Joint Computer
Conference week, Electrical Engineering Exhibition week, IRE week,
and Spring Joint Computer Conference = Design Engineering Show week.
If we could meet Tuesday, May 28, instead of Thursday, May 30, it
would even get us around the Memorial Day hurdle.

It might also be worthwhile to consider moving this particular
meeting upstairs to my room. This would give me a chance to get
samples, exhibits and other materials arranged beforehand in order
to save time and trouble, and it would mean that any additional
materials or any people from my group could be brought into the
meeting if needed. This might even prove to be a pleasant change of
pace for the Committee members to meet in a different locale.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE October 29, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Reytheon Application fer e Computer (dictated 10/26/62)

TO Stan Olsen FROM Harlan E. Anderson
Gordon Bell

was telephened todey by Al who used te work af Lincoln
Lab and is now at CEIR. He is acting as a consultant to Raytheon in
preparing a proposal for a system thot would include a computer. He
did not tel! me the porticular application but It would include teletype
inputs ond probably some type of oscilloscope displuy. The number of
teletypes would be 15 to 20. He intends to heve a first draft of the
technical part of the proposal ready by Friday, November 2nd.

The computer thot did thelr originel study work was the Univec
1216 which Is really too lorge and expensive for this project. The
PDP=4 seems great to him over the telephone ond | am sending him
Hrerature Including Fell, F41, F45 and the 10 manual for PDP-1.

aftemoon to get together with him Tuesday or ednesday.
Vould one of you two call Al Shoolman at Raytheon on Monday

His Raytheon address Is Raytheon Equipment Division Headquarters
40 Second Avenue
Vialtham, Masochusetts

Telephone: TW 9-8000 Ext. 16]

The Raytheon who is In charge of the proposal project is

"al Shoolman's home which is 10 Oliver Road, V.aban, Nv.css.

This Is a militory application which requires 24 hours a day oper-
ation and they might consider duplexing the equipment.

Dr. Henry Alexander. Ve are sending the bove literature to

Harlan E. Anderson

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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October 29, 1962

PERSONNEL MEETING - 10/3/62 and 10/4/62
Olsen Bob Lassen
Anderson

8. Olsen
M. Sandler
G. O'Dea
R. Best
B. GurleyJ. Fadiman
W. Hindle
R, Mills
B. Caarnock

The following is a summary of the decisions made at the meeting
held on 10/3/62 and 10/4/62 and a report of the status of various
personnel projects
GROUP INSURANCE--Items discussed

a) Establishing an age limit for new employees with respect
to group life insurance eliyibility.

b) Inclusion of Private Room Coveraye under Major Medical
to a maximum of $28.00 per day, (This would be subject
to the $50.00 deductible and the 80X-20% clause.)

c) Review present method of processing medical claims
with particular emphasis on eliminating inconvenience
of filling out forms.

I have met this week with the representative of Blue Cross-Shield
for thaepurpose of comparing our plan with theirs.

XY will next meet with Mr. DeYorio, John Hancock Group Representa-
tive, to further emphasize our intent to establish an age eligi-
bility requirement for new employee life coverage. We will
also ask them to consider more carefully possibilities of elim-
inating some of the undesirable features of processing claims.
A proposal made to me earlier on this matter was not satisfactory);
however, by using Blue Cross as a wedge, we may be able to come

up with something more desirable.

will algo instruct Mr. DeYorio to amend our contract to include
Private Room Coverage under Major Medical to a $28.00 per day
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maximum--DEC to assume the entire additional cost (approximately
$800.00 per year). We have been holding off the printing of
new insurance booklets until this coverage was put into effect.
We will also issue a notice to all of our employees announcing
this as a new company benefit.

WAGE ADMINISTRATION

A formal wage structure was accepted as follows:

Hourly (non-exempt)--Required to record all working time by
punching a time card. Eligible for company benefits and privi-
leges for hourly employees including time and one-half pay for
all authorized scheduled time worked in excess of 8 hours in a
working day or 40 hours in a week, whichever is greater. The
Annual Wage Review will be at the time of the company's Annual
Review for Hourly Employees. Hourly employees include Assem-
blers (female), Wiremen, Technicians, Machinists, Sheet Metal
Workers, Mechanics, Maintenance Men, Silk Screeners, Dip Solder-
ers, Photographers, Carpenters, Stock or Tool Crib Attendants,
Painters, Shippers, Receivers, Janitors, Production-Clerical,
Inspectors, Mail Clerks, etc.

Weekly (non-exempt)--Required to record all working time by
filling in (in writing) a time card. Eligible for company
benefits and privileges for hourly employees, including time
and one-half pay for all authorized scheduled time worked in
excess of 8 hours in a working day or 40 hours in a week, which-
ever is greater. The Annual Wage Review will 3 at the time of
the company's Annual Review for Hourly Employees. Weekly em-

ployees include: Clerks, Clerk-typists, Secretaries, Junior
Adminiatrative, Librarians, Accounting Clerks. (Weekly people
are normally assigned to a clerical or administrative area).

Salaried-Overtime (exempt)--Not required to record time worked

during normal working hours, Eligible for company benefits
and privileges for salaried eaployees. Eligible for straight
time pay for all authorized scheduled overtime in excess of
40 hours in a week up to a maximum of 48 hours in a week until
attainment of a base salary of $120.00 per week. Overtime hours

must be recorded and approved. The Annual Wage Review will be

at the time of the company's Wage Review for Salaried Employees.

Salaried-Straight (exempt)--Not required to report time worked.

Eligible for company benefits and privileges for salaried
employees. Not eligible for overtime pay. This category will
include all exempt personnel who are receiving a base salary
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of over $120.00 per week. The Annual Wage Review will be at
the time of the company's Wage Review for Salaried Employees.

It was decided to initiate this program on January 1, 1963.
At that time all DEC employees will be classified in one of the
above wage classes (by code as suggested by Dick Mills). New
employees will be classified in the appropriate wage class when
the offer is made. The Personnel Dept. will notify the Account-
ing Dept. of the new employee's wage class (by code) on the
Addition to Payroll notice. I feel this information should be
included in our regular IBM salary run sheets.

It was also decided to reclassify the following administrative
people from Weekly (non-exempt) to Salaried (exempt) on January 1,
1963, thereby making them eligible for the Salaried Review and
other benefits and privileges for salaried personnel

R. Maroney J. Rutchman B. Charnock
W. Farnum T. Whalen H. Shebak
F. MacLean Mariani L. Boucher
F. Kalwell R. Blackwood R. King

Their overtime status will, of course, depend upon their salary
after the January review.

ALL HOURLY AND WEEKLY (NON-EXEMPT) PERSONNELJOB CLASSIFICATION, MERIT. RATING AND WAGE REVIEW PROGRAM FOR

It was decided to start quarterly merit ratings immediately.
This program will be administered by the Personnel Office through
the department heads. Merit rating forms and employee listings
by departments will be distributed this week with a November 16th
deadline. Ratings for all hourly and weekly (non-exempt) employees
will eventually be on a regular December, March, June and September
basis.

We will continue our regular program of conducting an Annual
Job Classification and Wage Review for hourly and weekly (non-
exempt) employees. However, I will periodically meet with de-
partment heads to keep abreast of individual classification
changes during the year.
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I am currently outlining a Wage and Benefit survey which we
plan to conduct after the first of the year. At that time we
will review our current job classification (descriptions) and
rate structure and recommend whatever changes are necessary
through the department heads and the Personnel Committee,

We agreed that I should set up a planned schedule of meetings
with supervisors for the purpose of providing better communica-
tion between the company and its people, and vice versa. This
program must be designed to be interesting and informative and
will require some planning. I: am not sure when we'll start;
however, I hope to begin around the first of the year after a
few of the current projects are cleaned up.

Y am working with Dick Mills and Fred MacLean in planning peri-
odic IBM runs pertaining to hourly personnel. The information
contained in these runs, together with personal histories of
all hourly and weekly (non-exempt) personnel, will be of tre-
mendous help in better evaluating the performance, capabilities,
interests, background and training of each employee. (Perhaps
something similar should be done with salaried employees.)
Many of our present methods rely too much on memory and chance.

Unless there are any questions coneerning the activities out-
lined above, we shall continue proceeding with these projects.

/jtr



CURRENT ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT AND FIELD SERVICE NUMBERS

FROM: Richard L. Best

EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

1000
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022

DATE: October 26, 1962

General Engineering
5 MC System Modules
500 KC System Modules
Non-Compatible Low Speed B. B.
Current Drivers (vacuum tube)
Digital-to-Analog Converter
Typewriter
Core Memory Development
Signal Converters
Memory Tester Development
Modules Sales
PDP-1 Development
Core Handler
Power Supplies
Mounting Panels
Paper Tape Reader
Paper Tape Punch
Magnetic Tape Equipment
Large Tube Display
10 MC System Modules
Educational Building Blocks
Computer Development
Utility Programming, PDP~1
Sales Programming, PDP-1
PDP-=1 Sales
Light Pen Development
Core Tester and Memory Tester Sales
Special System Sales
Solid State Current Drivers
Drum Circuit Development
Drum System Development
Current Driver Power Supply 766
VHF Building Blocks
Analog-to-Digital Converter
Digital Average Response Computer
Punched Card Equipment for PDP-1
Test Equipment Headquarters (RH)
Engineering Stockroom
Data Phone

EN 1023
EN 1024
EN 1025
EN 1026
EN 1027
EN 1029
EN 1030
EN 103]
EN 1032
EN 1033
EN 1034
EN 1036
EN 1037
EN 1038
EN 1039
EN 1040
EN 104]
EN 1042
EN 1043
EN 1044
EN 1045
EN 1046
EN 1048
EN 1049
EN 1050

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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EN 1051 Classroom Modules
EN 1052 Memory Stack Assembly
EN 1053 Computer Cabinet
EN 1055 PDP-] Production Test Equipment
EN 1057 Core Tester Development
EN 1058 Anelex Development
EN 1062 PDP-4-] Operation
EN 1064 Display 31 Development
EN 1067 Information International (Ed Fredkin)
EN 1068 Burroughs Card Reader
EN 1069 PDP-1 Computer Administration
EN 1072 Standards
EN 1073 Quality Control
EN 1074 Memory Tester Field Service
EN 1075 Core Tester Field Service
EN 1076 Memory Exerciser Field Service
EN 1077 Misc. Special System Field Service
EN 1078 ITT Prototype Rewark
EN 1086 Telex Printer (BS)
EN 1087 Relay and Switch Investigation
EN 1088 Module Packaging for Shipment
EN 1089 Line Unit Tester (GB)
EN 1090 4203 Development
EN 109] 4204 Development
EN 1092 10 MC Laboratory Modules
EN 1093 5 MC Laboratory Modules
EN 1094 500 KC Laboratory Modules
EN 1095 PDP-4 Sales
EN 1096 PDP-4 Programming
EN 1097 Modules Construction Development
EN 1098 M odule Test Development
EN 1099 Field Service, General
EN 1100 Power Controls
EN 1116 Memory Tester Field Modification
EN 1122 3 KC Power System Development
EN 1123 Core Tester 2114 Development
EN 1127 Current Calibrator Development
EN 1128 PDP-1 Checkout Training
EN 1129 Character Generator Development
EN 1130 1521 Development
EN 1131 Anelex Prototype Construction
EN 1132 ADX Systems Administration
EN 1133 PDP-4 Systems Administration

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS

EN 1135 Display 30-D Prototype (PDP-4)
EN 1134 PDP=4 Flexowriter Prototype

j



EN 1136
EN 1137

* EN 1138
* EN 1139
* EN 1140
* EN 1141
* EN 1142
* EN 1143
* EN 1144
* EN 1145
* EN 1146
* EN 1147
* EN 1148

Page <3-a

Link Tape Unit
Type 56 Tape Contro! Development
Prototype A-D for PDP-4-]
Serial Drum System Development
Serial Drum Prototype
Fortran
Serial Drum Circuit Development
Delay Line Memory Development
Quality Control: Test Equipment labor, materials
Quality Control: Model Test
Quality Control: Module Repair-field failure
Quality Control: Module Repair-salvage
Teletype line unit modules

Supercedes Memo Dated September 19, 1962

* Indicates New Numbers Added

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

71,

DATE October 25, 1962
SUBJECT List of Deus Mle disse ,

TO Ken Olsen FROM py
tan Olsen

Harlan Anderson

A list of the attendees at the Annual DECUS Meeting is
forwarded for your information. The names were taken fron
the "Sign-In" register which the Air Force supervised. Mo
doubt there were more Air Force personnel at some of the
seszions than the list indicates, making an approximatetotal of 90 attendees. At no time did the audience number
less than approximately 35 and there was certainly a full
house for the panel discussions. I have noted the names
of the DECUS delegates "D" and "Pp" if a paper was presented.

The Air Force interest was certainly very great but
considering the fact that four different laboratories are :

concerned the representation of members present is probably
average.

As soon as I have received copies of the papers presented
I would like to compile a proceedings which I think could be
distributed either as a part of DECUSCOPE to delegates or
offered on special requests.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Attendees at the Annual DECUS Meeting held
October 10 and 11, i96 at Air Force CambridgeResearch Laboratories, Laurence G. Hanscom
Ficld, Bedford, Massachusetts

NAME
Tol, Gs re
Al Rousseau
Mary Lanahan
Paul Rodenhiser

p J. Quarrington
Avery Johnson

> Thomas Marill
David Park

P Richard J. McQuilltin
William Mann
Thomas Evans
Lucy Darley
M. Breen
William Shotey

Richard Mills
Harlan Anderson
Ben Gurley
Robert Bickman
George Rice
John Koudcla
Elsa Newrrnan
Peter Bonner
Nancy Lambert
Harrison Morse
Alan Kotok
Martin Graetz

D Gerald Clawson
p Michael Cappefetti
Edward Fredkin
John Wood

William Nugent
pH. Gould

PLACE O* BUSINESS

Charles W. Adams Associates
do.
do.

Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited
Bio-dynamics
Bolt, Beraneck & Newman, Inc.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do,
do.

California Institute of Technology
(Jet Propulsion Laboratory)

Data Processing, Inc.
Digital Equipment Corporation

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Geotechnical Information, Texas
Information International, Inc.

do.
do.

Inforonics
do.

International Telephone and Telegraph
(Information Systems Division)

D Lawrence Buckland

or

CRTPD



tiACE OF BUSINESSa Ve

"ance 2 Cal Corporation
: } : do

C ho
: Pughe Wie)

Petersoa do
Dacis Gapnon do,
Robert Riazo do,
Williva: Potnick du.

do,

es
J :
Edward

q + ard Radloe ski
T, R. Starsneid do.

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Liverrm reP p y MA vo :a

F Lloyd Mish
qotue Poder.

R. Abbott do
r Bonnetl do.

Jack B. Dennis Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jachson Wright da

P Peter Samson do.
t Saunders de.

Reythvon Manufacturing Company
Systems Research Laboratories

P. :

:

Ba i W Aaorski7 >

a 1 +

p Croed A. Pacuette United Aircraft Research
: Sirota:

Firet Woii Research & Development Co»
Janet rat t do,

P Carmine Caso do.
: : " t Duncan USAF - Air Force Carnbridge Research La'

Sant do,
Smallwood ile

dis

range ao,

Balser, or, G

anice , Cronin
Marry Blairs
Moger B, Bove ue

cid

ies
do,John Matt-Smith

::

wt. Walter do.:

d Dasterday do

Ex : rd Leite
P Thesdore Strello do

B Beyn stemPD. 4

eo
2

4



i Iwi LACE OF BUSINESS

P ul Wein USAF - Electronic Systems Division
Ira Goldstein do.

2Robert Westfield do.
Jeroes Duva do,

P p John R. Hayes do,
Revrnondd Nickerson do.
Anne Story do,
Syivia Mayer do.
Major John T. Willis do.

:

PD

D (roma



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Computer Sales Leads
DATE October 22, 1962

TO H. E, Anderson FROM Nick Mazzarese

At our meeting of September 13, regarding PDP-1's
and 4's, the following computer sales leads were
assigned to you for follow-up;

PDP-1 PDP-4

(cr) CRC U. of Wisconsin

(x) EA

I would appreciate hearing from you as to the exact

@ status of the above.

NM/ak

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 22, 1962

SUBJECT corning Glass
TO Steve Lambert FROM George Rice

Gordon Bell
Harlan Anderson
Bill Coburn

On Monday, Oct. 29, Arthur Bublitz and one other man,
both from Corning will be here. We have offered to assist
them in programming their PDP-4 and they will be coming here
for this assistance.

The Corning machine should be available and in good
shape for their use.

They will be here as long as they feel necessary, probably
two or three days.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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MEMORANDUM
INTEROFFICE

DATE October 17, 1962
SUBJECT Food Service at DEC

Works Committee Cafeteria Committee
TO FROM

The Cafeteria Committee proposes the following ground rules for the operation
of food services at DEC:

I. General Principles

1, DEC will make food service available for all employees. This service
should include coffee before work and at coffee breaks and lunch at
the cafeteria during the noon hour. Service in the cafeteria will be
limited to sandwiches, soups and desserts; no full meals will be offered.

2. Coffee should be available at separate locations throughout the plant,
but lunch should be served in only one location in order to bring
employees from different departments together once a day.

3. The cafeteria should have facilities and staff so that all employees
who choose to do so may be served during the normal lunch period
without excessive waiting,

4, DEC will provide floor space and equipment for proper operation
of food service.

il. Scope of Food Service Operations

1. Four areas will be used for food service:

Central cafeteria Building 5, 4th floor
Vending machines - Building 12, 2nd floor
Vending machines - Building 3, Near tool crib
Tea cart Building 5, Production area.

a.
b

d.

2. Hours, type, and location of food service:

Hours Service Location

7:30 to 8:15 Coffee and pastries Cafeteria

12:00 to 12:45 Lunch Cafeteria
10:00 to 10:10 Coffee and pastries All four areas

3:00 to 3:10 Coffee and pastries All four areas.
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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Hl. Management

] A contract for food service should be written with a clause allowing
either party to terminate on 30 days notice. The contractor will
provide personnel, food, vending machinery and supervision.

2. Tobin Vending Service will be the contractor.

3. Financial records must be kept by the contractor and DEC must have
the right to audit these records.

4. The food service operation must conform to all public health require-
ments of the state and town.

5. Henry Crouse will act as DEC contact for Tobin.

IV. Rules of Operation - Cafeteria

1. The menu must be approved in advance by the Cafeteria Committee.

2. Prices must be competitive with all local restaurants and should be

posted throughout the plant.

3. Quality of service must be equal to or better than local restaura.it.

4. Cafeteria should be arranged physically so that up to 300 employees
can be served over a period of 15 minutes.

5. Two service lines should be in operation: one, a line for soups and
sandwiches made on request, and the second, an "express" line in

which pre-wrapped sandwiches, beverages, and pastries are available.

6. Pre-wrapped sandwiches must be made after 10 a.m. each morning
and no pre-wrapped sandwiches may be carried over toa second day.
The selection of pre-wrapped sandwiches must be limited to one~half
of the kinds of sandwiches available on request. All types of sand-
wiches available as pre-wrapped selections must also be available
on request.

7. Any hot meats available for sandwiches should be prepared in advance

8. The menu should be standard every day except that two hot sandwiches

and one hot soup can be offered each @ash. On Friday two soups can

be offered.

of 12 noon. No "cooked-to-order" grille items will be offered.

MAYNARD,DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MASSACHUSETTS
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9, All foods must be prepared in the DEC kitchen. All highly
perishable foods (i.e., cream pies, cream puffs) will be served
one day only.

10. All cafeteria and vending equipment and the dining area will be
maintained and kept clean by the contractor.

Equipment and Space Recommendations - Total cost ~ $2,000

1 O Racks for paper cups
2. Trays (400-500)
3. Bench type can openers (2)

4. Plexiglass cover for open foods

5. Silverware bins for knives, forks, and spoons

6. Ice cream chest (no cost rental)
7. Rubbish cans

8. Menu board

9. Condiment holders for tables

10. Maintenance supplies - brooms, sponges, buckets, mops, etc.
1. Meat slicer should be equipped with a safety stop - Loren Prentice

will advise.
:2. Coffee service cart - built by DEC

:3. Room adjacent to cafeteria should be made available for storage
space.

Vi. Items Under Study

1. Contract for Tobin Vending Service - Dick Mills.

2. Cafeteria Layout - Bob Lassen will make recommendations on setting
up regular and "express" lines.

3. Health certification and permit - Henry Crouse.

4, Accounting procedures - Dick Mills.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



REPAIR OF RETURNED MODULES

OCTOBER 17, 1962

JIM CUOMORE

THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF MOOULES RETURNED FOR REPAIR DURING THE WEEK OF OCTOBER

UNIT

T22

749

1110

1110

1201

201

1201

SERIAL NO.

3969

0036) 01D

0010673 P

0013214 P

0050622P

0013215P

0009225P

0029003P

00291 84P

00325 73P

o01321eP

0032563P

00335328

CUSTOMER

DEC

INDIANA GEN. CORP.

A.E.C.

ADX-8

ADX-8

ADX=8

ADX-8

DEC

DEC

ADX=8

DEC

Dec

dec

DEC

DEC

OEC

DEC

ADAMS ASSOC.

ADAMS ASSOC.

POP-4

8, 1962

OEFECT

2 CAPS, WERE FLOATING
2 LOOSE CLAMPS NOT SAT.

FUSE HOLDER BROKEN409
MA90 HIGH LEAKAGE0045321E

MASO SHORTED EMITTER TO
COLLECTOR

1 10 0052213€

0-001 HIGH LEAKAGE

MASO SHORTED EMITTER TO
COLLECTOR

MAQO SHORTED EMITTER TO
COLLECTOR 0-00! OPEN

NONE

T2029 TRANSFORMER LEADS
WERE REVERSED

REPLACED 2 T2029
TRANSFORMERS.

12
NONE

1208

NONE
1201

1201

10
NONE12

1204

NONE§0
14 00347390 ONE



2

1546

1546

1972

SERIAL #

00207640

28082C

56676 0

0012248

00I25I4 C

0038103 8

00380328

0037736 8

0038522

0037760

0038040 8

003778! B

0044661 8

004283 8

0025834 8

0044318 8

0034302 8

0050! 24 B

8

DEC

PROTOTYPE

PROTOTYPE

PROTOTYPE

PROTOTYPE

UNKNOWN

DEC

ADX=6

ADX-6

ADX 6

ADX 6

ADX-6

ADX 6

ADX 6

ADX 6

ADX 6

ADX 6

UNKNOWN

AOX 8

A..€.

MEMORY CHECKOUT

ADX 8

REJECT

OUTPUT PULSES TOO H!GH

UNIT CUSTOMER

1540 NONE

1540 02786

NONE1540 29033 €N2290

1546

NONE

NONE

1546

OLDER TYPE CAPACITORS
REPLACED

NONE

NONE

NONE

1546

1669

1669

MOII4 TOO HIGH 1 CBO
LEAKAGE

1972

MDII4 HIGH [CBO
LEAKAGE MDII4 OPEN

1972

MDII4 HIGH 1CBO LEAKAGE

NONE

MOLI4 HIGH (CBO LEAKAGE

MDI14 HIGH ICBO LEAKAGE

MDiI4 HIGH 1 CBO LEAKAGE

MOI4 HIGH (CBO LEAKAGE

NONE

MOII4 HIGH 1B LEAKAGE

ONE

NONE

NONE

1972

1972

1972

1972

1972

1972 0038034 6

1972

1972

17

17
GAZI2 SHORTED EMITTER
TO BASE17
NONE

1972



3.

4202

SERIAL #

42852 D

0017498 D

0023709 A

ZNSA
00150653 8

OOI3428 D

CUSTOMER

M.1 .T.

OF 52 MODULES TESTED, 20 HAD NO DISCERNIGLE DEFECTS.

REJECTUNIT

42863 D POP 44

POP 4

DEC

4128 M.1.T.

4128 NONE

0001 OPEN
MDI14 AND 2NI305 OPEN

4202 WS

MDII4 LEAKAGEAOX 8



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 17, J
SUBJECT Honeywell Visit
TO Ken Olsen FROM Winston Hindle

Harlan Anderson
Gordon Bell

On Thursday, October 18, the following two men will visit DEC to discuss
the PDP-4 for process control applications:

Samuel D. Harper, Manager of Engineering
Robert Moe, General Manager

Special Systems Division
Minneapol is-Honeywell
Pottstown, Pennsylvania

They plan to arrive at 9a.m. and stay until 3 p.m.

Their division has been using the Honeywell 290 Computer In Its systems
and Mr. Harper feels that the PDP-4 may be more suitable.

W. R. Hindle

WRHwes

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



SUBJECT DECUS ANNUAL MEETING

a),INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 16, 1962

TO Ken Olsen FROM an

The Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories at Hanscom Field,
Bedford, Massachusetts was host to the DECUS delegates. Charlton M.
Walter, CRRB, AFCRL, DECUS first President, presided over the meetingthe first day (Oct. 10). After welcoming the new officers he turned
the meeting over to newly elected president Mr. Edward Fredkin of
Information International, Inc., Maynard, Massachusetts on Octoberll. A lively panel discussion brought keen user participation on
the merits of various programming systems. The two-day meeting dealt
with polymorphic systems, experimental color and flicker-free displays
and man-machine graphic communications. Of special interest to users
was the novel use of Digital's PDP as a peripheral computer for
Laurence Radiation Laboratory's Stretch, Lark and 7090 computers.
There was a free interchange of information among members which re-
sulted in a stimulating atmosphere of challenge and accomplishment.

fI am working on a transcription of the procedings which I taped.
None of the AFCRL speakers was recorded.

Approximately 39 people were on the attendees register which I
will obrain from the Meetings Chairman shortly. Laurence Radiation
Lab. made useful suggestions which no doubt you already have heard
about.

Should you care to write a message for the new DECUS year
to members and officers, I would like to make it a part of the
November DECUSCOPE.

I would personally be grateful for your suggestions and a
declaration of DEC policy with reference to DEC's supervision and
distribution of DECUS Library material.

Coby Ht. Adem

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 16, 1962
SUBJECT October Report for DECUSCOPE
TO Sandy. Moore FROM &1sa Newman

As per our telephone conversation, I am enclosing a completefile of DECUSCOPE issues, (No. 1 thru 7). No. 1 gives a good summaryof the goals and accomplishments of the user orqanization (DECUS) asgathered by me last March when the newsletter was proposed. Thefunction of the newsletter is to implement the goals of the group.To stimulate interest I suggested an Executive Board Meeting on April4 and worked very closely with the Board Members.

The new DECUS library change came to me as a surprise althoughBeverly Chloset's frequent remarks in June and July indicated that
changes were being made (by DEC)for supervision of the DECUS library.I have been waiting for a cledrly defined DEC policy toward DECUS.

I will be very grateful for -report giving information on the
progress of the DECUS library since you have had it. I suggest a
review of those items mentioned in DECUSCOPE. {You might find ita
good place to begin since requests may have been received for quite a
number of the mentioned routines). DECUSCOPE should contain a columof all Library activity including requests for old and new tapes,
new contributions,etc. You will note that DECUSCOPE spearheadedthe action on the Double Precision Package - and the Single Precision
package. John Koudela gave the Single Precision Package Tape to Dit
Morse yesterday (Oct. 15). Action.on this should he included in
the report. I go to press about Nov. 1. May I have your report byOctober 31st?

Good luck and many thanks.

Cc: "H. Anderson
5. Olsen
J. Koudela
D. Morse
M. Graetz

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETT



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECTNew Outside Page Lines and Night Answerinp Procedure

DATE October 17, 1962

TO All Concerned FROM Brad Towle

New Fare Lines
Outside Phone Calis during normal working hours

can be answered by dialing 480 or 482 whan paged by the
ewitchboard operator, Please bepin the conversation after
dialing either page line as the callinp party will be waiting
on the line.

Nipnt Answering Procedure
_

All telephone calls coming into the plant after normal working
nours and on week-ends must be answered in the following manner:

+ Local Calls{Maynard Line TwW7-+8821)

Gial 486 to answer incoming call.
To Transter local calls within the plant Dial 260 from another

extension and page the person to_dial 481.

Boston Calis (Waltham Line Tw9-0510)

Dial 8?2 te answer incoming call.
To transfer Boston calls within the plant, Dial 260 from another

extension and page the person to Dial 483,

RLMEMBLE

TO ANSWER LOCAL CALLS 480TA}

TO ANSWER BOSTON CALLS ----DIAL 482

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October II, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Jack Atwood

This DECUS Meeting which is now going on is rather impressive.
We have important people from many parts of the country and they are
presenting papers which in their title appear to rate favorably with those
presented at large conferences, We should be sure to exploit this meeting
and get publicity in the appropriate places.

| suggest that we consider including copies of the Decuscope where
we send out literature on our computers. am sure that many people don't
realise how extensive our users group is.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



MEMORANDUM

DATE: October ll, 1962

S. Olsen
W. Hindle
G. O'Dea
D. Mills

D. Best FROM: J. SmithTOs kK. Olsen
H. Anderson B. Gurley

Before trying to decide on a solution to our problem of the
interchanging of customers and EN numbers, we can gain insight
into the problem by reviewing our present procedures. In this way
Z hope the trouble areas will present themselves to us.

While undergoing construction the various machines and associated
options are being constructed under either an EN or job number.
Outside of this identifying number they have no other identity.
Personnel working on these machines do not associate a certain machine
with a particular customer. This was set up in this way to enable
the interchanging of machines and options with a minimum of confusion.
If we should decide to change a magnetic tape unit from one customer
to another this does not call for the assignment of a new EN miumber
nor is it necessary. The machine is completed under this number and
all charges are made to this number. When complete, the charges to
this number can be assigned to any customer. I do not feel that the

@construction area is a problem area because of the disassociation
between customer and number. In this area the machines are being built
to a number for stock and not for a particular customer. This attitude
of Gisassociation between number and customer should be carried out
throughout the plant. All personnel involved should be made aware
of the purpose of an EN number. It is simply an accounting device for
the gathering together of material, labor and overhead charges. We

should not regard it as an indication of a particular customer.

When the systems move into checkout they do seem to pick up an

identity with a particular customer. Checkout personnel hearing there
has been a customer change have at times been confused because they do
associate a machine with a customer. But I do feel that this problem
has been taken care of. They have been instructed to use the EN

number posted on the machine and not attempt to look up a particular
customer's number. Special option EN numbers are also posted on the
machine.

It is my opinion that the two above areas, Construction and

Checkout, are not the problem areas. Most of the problems that take
place in these areas in relation to changes have been ironed out.
I feel that most of the confusion is taking place in accounting and

@« the area controlled by Jim Myers. The reason for this confusion
could be a lack of communication. Meany times these two areas are
not informed that any customer change has taken place until after the



systems have been shipped. In most cases they learn of this change
through informal conversation rather than formal channels. It is
my feeling that most of our problems would he eliminated if there
was a formal channeling of information to these two areas. I have
talked with both Jim and Ed Simeone and they agree that if they were
supplied with the necessary information when a change took place, there
would be no problem.

I would like to suggest the following procedure for the channeling
of change information. Most changes take place at a meeting and there
is no official documentation of the change, consequently no distribution
of information. Information concerning the change is transferred from
one person to another verbally. Here lies the problem area. It would
seem that if we appointed one person to be the clearing house for all
this information flow we would be well on the way to solving our problem,
This person would be supplied with a list of personnel to be notified
when a change took place. it would be his responsibility to see that
these people received all the necessary information. It is my feeling
that Peter Bonner who issues all the original Construction Requisitions
is the logical person to handle this channeling of information. The
vehicle for this information could be our present amendment form or
a new form could be designed. Pete presently has a list of personnel
that the original Construction Requisition is sent to. This list could
also be used for generating change information. Personnel receiving
this information must be made aware that no action is required on
their part; this notification is simply to keep them informed. The
only person required to actually change any records would be Bob Dill
in accounting. It is very important that every one be made aware
that the change is a simple accounting function.

Everyone that does have reason to look up EN numbers on the issued
EN list should be made aware of our accounting procedure by his
supervisor. Supervisors can refresh theix memories on the procedures
with someone in the accounting department. There are still quite a

few people using closed out EN numbers. This shows a lack of under=
standing of accounting procedures. It would maybe help everyone
concerned if a bi-weekly list of closed out EN numhers were issued.
But it still is each supervisor's responsibility to see that his people
are using the right EN number. This is easily acccmplished by reviewing
the daily job tickets.

If everyone is in agreement, and I receive no negative replies
within the next few days, I wll speak to Pete Bonner on information
flow procedures. This centralized clearing of information along with
a more enlightened personnel on basic accounting procedures will, I
hope, eliminate a long time problem.



ac
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM 7,

DATE October II, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Jon Fadiman

Bill Congleton called to confirm the visit of Mr. Hachette of Cofelec
Company.

Mr. Hachette will be staying at the Parker House all week and Bill
Congleton offered to drive him out but | said we would take care of it.
Jon Fadiman agreed that it might be worth while for him to pick up Mr.
Hachette and bring him out here. This way Jon will have a chance to
talk with him even though it might not be appropriate during his visit.
He is expected out here at 10 o'clock, Thursday, October 18.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 1], 196

SUBJECT
To Bob Beckman FROM Bob Savelli

ce: H. Anderson
8, Gurley
R, Mills

| believe we urgently need a form of this kind or some other formal manner fo
acknowledge installation and acceptance of systems of all sizes by customers. Copies
of it should be sent by the person responsible for the installation to Customer Relations,
and Sales and/or accounting.

It Is not very businesslike to have accounting call me up and say = "Say, Bob, you
remember that job we did for so-and-so a couple of months ago? Well, is it accepted =
can we bill it?"

| figured this falls into your bailiwick. If not, holler.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



SYSTEM INSTALLATION AND ACCEPTANCE REPORT

Customer \ Date

System Name

The above system was installed on the above date at the location specified by the customer.

for DEC

for Customer

The above system has passed the acceptance tests agreed upon by the customer and D. E, C,
If no tests have been specified, the equipment will be assumed to be acceptable to the
customer and will be billed within X days after the installation date.

for DEC

for Customer

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 10, 1962

SUBJECT Visit by Bob Lane from ITT - RE: ADX 9, 10, 11 Cancellation Charges
TO H. Anderson FROM R. Mills

N. Mazzarese

spoke with Bob Lane today and find that he will be unable to get up here before

Friday, October 12. He stated that he would like to discuss the cancellation

charges on ADX 9, 10, & 11, and would also like to see how the equipment is

coming along on ADX 3, & 8.

In passing, he mentioned that they have a new Executive Vice President by the

name of Mr. Mahasky.

# # #

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT §t-Weekly Distribution

TO Winsten Hindle FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE October 9, 1962

:

When started Bi-Weekly Reports very concerned
about the need for security. We would like people te tell freely in
the Bl-Weekly Report what they doing without any fer the
information leaking out.

Now | concerned thet nffering by the lack of
distribution than the danger ef Information leaking out. | would
tke te have you cherk Into the tHittes of a wider distribution

copy to each office, end to certain of the other administrative
within the compay. We might give it to all engineers, ot least

type people.

We shovid still maintain security. We might do this by having
the old Bi-Weekly retuned each week, every other week, before
@ new one Is iseved.

Thiscannot work. We might vee the Library
fer seme of these services. This might justify the Inflated size of the
Library.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce J. Atwood
H.Anderson
S. Olsen
D. Best

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



SUBJECT: REPAIR OF RETURNED MODULES DATE? OCTOBER 8, 1962

TO: Haan FROM: JIM CUDMORE

THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF MODULES RETURNED FOR REPAIR OURING THE WEEK OF OCTOBER !, 1962

UNIT SERIAL NO, CUSTOMER DEFECT

721 2-802 U.S.A, SIGNAL CORPS. 2-1000 MFO CAPACITORS BLOWN, POOR
FT. MONMOUTH LEAD ORESS AND POOR INSULATION ON WIRE

1201 0050612 P A.E.C, MASO HIGH LEAKAGE

1209 0031529 K ADX 7 SOLDER SHORT IN BACK OF BOARD

1209 82464 K 8.6,N, NONE

10 00I5521 K UNKNOWN NONE

10 0031537 K ADX 7 662 DIODE BROKEN

10 0033753 DEC MAS9 SHORTED

1304 97223 € DEC NONE

1304 0044076 E DEC NONE

14 0019089 UNKNOWN (a-cis00 par) OBSOLETE CAPAC! TORS
REPLACED

1549 0019083 UNKNOWN RELAY SHORTED. OBSOLETE CAPACITORS

UNKNOWN RELAY SHORTED, OBSOLETE CAPACITORS

1549 0019398 UNKNOWN OBSOLETE CAPACI TORS

1607 0012194 B UNKNOWN NONE

1607 0019127 B UNKNOWN NONE

1607 0012192 8 UNKNOWN NONE

1607 29058 A PROTOTYPE NONE

1607 0012188 8 UNKNOWN NONE

1607 0018540 B UNKNOWN NONE

1607 corso! B UNKNOWN NONE

1607 0018537 B UNKNOWN NONE

1802 0020148 1.7.7. NONE

1549 001909!

$902 0020I57 C 1.7.7. NONE



x
2

A
REPAIR OF RETURNED MODULES (CONT.)

UNIT

3114 M.) ONE

3114 M.) ONE

3114

31t4

3302 C

3302

4129

4182

4700 05390

470 03236

SERIAL NO,

26313

23432

26978

0022297C

97811

4301 0022134 E

4301 0022163 €

4301 36350 C

4301 00469365 OEC

0029959 F

4680 0023928 F T.T.

CUSTOMER

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A,

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

SIGNAL CORPS. (FT.

SIGNAL CORPS. (FT,

SIGNAL CoRPS. (FT.

SIGNAL CORPS. (FT.

SIGNAL CORPS. (FT.

SIGNAL CORPS. (FT.

ADX 6

SIGNAL CORPS. (FT.

DEC

DEC

DEC

4680 1.T.T.

4680 1.7.7.

470 08323 UNKNOWN

05263 UNKNOWN

420 0039125 UNKNOWN

DEFECT

NONE

NONE

BROKEN WIRE~-LOOSE EYELETS

BROKEN POWER LEADS

OO! DIODE BROKEN

2N1305 SHORTED

MOII4 OPEN

2N1 16 SHORTED

2N1184 SHORTED

2N1 14 SHORTED

2N1 14 SHORTED

MDt14 HIGH LEAKAGE-D664 SHORTED

2Ni218 OPEN

BAD FUSE

NONE

OF A TOTAL OF 47 MODULES RETURNED, 26 HAD NO DISCERNIBLE DEFECTS.

420 0039112

420 0039122

4700 0039115 NONE

NONE



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 10-8-62
SUBJECT Je Pele
TO Ted Johnson FROM Bob Oakley

Western Regional Manager

The last three weeks I was with J.P.L. and to the present cate a
unique problem exists with the J.P.L. PDP-l. This problem is that
of time. Since the successful launching of "Mariner-2" the PDP-1
has virtually been in operation continuously. Only short period
interruptions of data from the three world wide tracking stations
permit maintenance and adjustments to be made without a basic loss
of prestige to the PDP-l. Most of the failures encountered could
be justified by one means or another. However, they did occur and
it is very unfortunate that they happened at this crucial time,
because the existence of the PDP-1 being relied upon at J.P.L. for
real time data processing is somewhat dependent upon the performance
of this machine during the Mariner-2 flight. Therefore, I feel
it is extremely important that we convince anyone concerned at J.P.L.
that future PDP-1's will not contain the same type of problems
because of our having solved these problem areas.

Because of the hardware back-up system at J.P.L., no spacecraft
telemetry data was lost due to PDP-1 down time. Actually, the
PDP~1 operated at good efficiency at the most critical time: just
preceding the mid-course maneuver and the pre-launch period.

The following three items are the problems basically encountered
at J.P.L. during the Mariner pre-launch and flight, listed in the
order of significance (most significant first).

1. Magnetic tape system
The magnetic tape system was definitely the most detrimental

to the whole operation. The people at J.P.L. do not have a good
feeling about the tape system and in particular the Potter Instru-
ments tape transports. The feeling is two-fold.
First: the tape transports are extremely difficult to load, which
makes frequent tape changes awkward and slows down operations to
the extent that if this operation were to continue with these transports,
additional units would be required solely for the purpose of speed
and ease of changing tapes.
Second: because of numerous failures, particularly with one unit,
there is a feeling of unreliability. The replacement of the defective
tape transport left a good impression of DEC at J.P.L., but did not
improve the feeling about the Potter tape transport's reliability,
primarily because so many attempts to repair it were unsuccessful.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



@ Some problems still do exist at J.P.L. with the tape system. Itis not understandable to me why other customers have not encoun-
tered similar problems. It may very well be that some do and
haven't complained, which brings me to believe we should try to
correct any possible problems before a situation occurs again thatis similar to the J.P.L. situation. The problems that are still
presently existent at J.P.L. must by all means be corrected at the
earliest possible time. Still, we are virtually handcuffed because
of the continuous computer usage. Furthermore, it is my feeling
that we will require a maximum amount of effort and time to com-
pletely investigate and solve the basic problems.

2. Programming problems
The programming problems encountered at J.P.L. were not in

any way a reflection upon us. Actually the ease of PDP-1 program
ming was brought to a real test and in general it proved PDP-1
programs can be changed or modified simply and easily.
Several modifications were made as difficulties arose with the real-
time acquisition program. Most of these changes were made between
station transmission and were made to facilitate program manipula-

exist and was very unique because it appeared almost completely
random in nature and gave all the symptoms of an intermittent machine
failure. The problem was actually this: in the case where a sequence
of a particular subroutine broken by the input at one particular
point and reset back by the JMP', if an index was initiated when
the address was equal to 7777, a deferred condition caused a pro-
gram change which in turn clobbered a large area in core. This
problem occurred on the average of twice a day and was very diffi-
cult to isolate.

tions from the sense switches, etc., and to ease the changing of
quick-look magnetic tapes. One serious programming problem did

3. Computer main frame failures
Four failures have occurred in the computer since the

launching of Mariner-2 (five weeks time to date). It is very un-
fortunate that these failures occurred during the time when contin-
uous reliability is required because only three failures were en-
countered during previous four months. It is my feeling that fewer
failures will occur in the future, particularly the type of failures
previously encountered. Furthermore, it is my understanding that
PDP-1 computers presently being manufactured do not have the quality
control problems that were existent when the J.P.L. serial number
13 was being built. The four failures in question are
listed below in chronological order.

A. Logical failure -- cycle one and power clear gates

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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A. (Continued)
1.
2.

3.

Resulting system down time -- two hours
Cause of failure -- short on modules (inverter
type 1105)
Symptoms of failure --.no programs would operate
including paper tape loader, program counter trans-
ferred to memory address during cycle one. Cycleflip-flop operated correctly but the output level
at the control points was incorrect due to the short.
During the period while trouble-shooting, the short
caused the clamp reference voltage to go almost to
ground which in turn opened the power clear gate
making trouble-shooting even more burdensome at
that time.

B. Telemetry Shift Register input
1.
2.

Resulting system down time -- two hours
Cause of failure -- shorted wiring, improper splice
which was not correctly sleeved with an exposed
area which would intermittently short to ground
with vibration.

3. Symptoms of failure -- the shift register would
smear from bit 6 (point of short) intermittently.
Removing of a module would eliminate the short
because the frame of the module was shorting to
the bad splice on the ribbon cable.

Core failureC.
1.
2.
3.

Resulting system down time -- three hours
Cause of failure -- write driver transistor
Symptoms of failure -- intermittent failures of
core particularly during manual manipulations
of control. Checker-board would run reliably, but
couldn't examine after read-in. Memory appeared
to operate only in a continuous mode, any inter-
ruption would clobber a program. All signals ap-
peared correct while checker-board was running and
sense amp margins good, Trouble-shooting was very
frustrating.

D. High speed channel address mixer
l.
2e
3.

Resulting system down time -- thirteen hours
Cause of failure -- no solder connection
Symptoms of failure -- all records written on mag-
netic tape contained same word with proper record
word count. No pulse to HSC. address mixer.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT PDP-

DATE October 5, 1962

TO Ben Gurley FROM Bob Hughes

We are concerned about the quality of PDP=4's because many of our
procedures which result in quality are being bypassed.
The 4203 and 4204 flip-flops were designed and put into production
on the basis of model tests and not on the basis of their first lot
tests. Our standard procedure is to have the first lot tested and
then make a decision on whether to produce more lots of these units.
In this case, the first lot test on both units was bypassed; indeed
all testing was bypassed, and these modules were installed in PDP-4's,
where it was discovered they were temperature sensitive and had low
margins.
I happened to hear about this casually, and on looking into it
discovered that we had used 2N1305's as output buffers in these
flip-flops, and due to marginal positive bias on the base of these
stages, the same transistor manufactured by a different company
would not work in the circuit. The checkout crews were removing one
manufacturer's transistors and installing another manufacturer's
transistors as a solution to the problem, When we became aware
of this, we requested engineering to make a change in the circuit
and they did.
By now about six lots of flip~flops had been installed in PDP-4's
and were untested and were being hand modified on the spot (by
selecting transistors) to make them work. Gordon Bell was notified
that all units must be modified and tested, so he proceeded to have
Jack Smith have them modified, but due to the fact that he was told
to get them back to Gordon immediately, these units were not
retested. They were installed in the machines and it was found that
a large percentage of them were inoperative. He sent the units
that would not work back to the test area where they were repaired
and tested. To my knowledge, as of this date, all units have not
been modified, and I don't know whether the units which were modified
and worked were tested or not.

One morning it was discovered that two 4604 pulse amplifiers had
been removed from two production burst generator test setups. These
were subsequently found in a PDP-4, and it has been determined that
a PDP-4 technician had removed these during the night for use in
a PDP-4.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Ben Gurley/Bob Hughes
PDP-4
Page 2

In the process of looking for these units, I discovered, on pulling
modules at random from PDP-4's, that they were covered with flux.
This is an indication that after production assembled the units andinstalled the transistors, they weren't even ultrasonically cleaned,let alone tested or final inspected.
I believe that some effort should be made to clear up some of the
concepts of company operation, and I would be glad to cooperate
with you in any way that I can.

ec: en Olsen
Harlan Anderson
Stan Olsen
Maynard Sandler
Dick Best
Jack Smith
Jim Cudmore
Klaus Doering
Gordon Bell
Q. C. Manual
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DATE October 3, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Fredkin Rental of PDP-4 and accessory equipment

TO Harlan Anderson- FROM George O'Dea

Gordon Bell has provided the following list of equipment which Fredkin

may wish fo rent:

Item Price

PDP-4 $85,000

Mag Tape Control 7,000
Line Printer 72,000

Mag Tape at 18,000 36,000
Card Reader z 15,000

Scope 14,800

Card Punch Control 8,000
Card Punch (IBM~523)

| propose that we take a real hard nosed attitude here and offerhiman *

hourly rental which equals the list price of each piece divided by its normal

hours of useful life.

First, I'd like you to agree to this in principle; Second, I'd like you to

estimate the hours of normal life for each item; and Third, | think we should re-

fuse to provide the supplies.

George T. O'Dea

GTO'D: nes

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator
(letter attached)

DATE October 3, 1962

N. Mazzarese Stan OlsenTO FROM

This letter is real hot, and I suggest that you follow it up
immediately. You should probably check with Ken first to see
what action he has taken already and don't hesitate to use
his services along with those of Ben Gurley and Dick Best.

The policy is that we are going to pursue as much PEPR
business as we can because it looks like there will be at
least 50% of it in foreign government which should put us in
a good position renegotiation-wise. We should immediately let
them know about our letter of intent policy and try to get a
letter of intent out right away.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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MAIL ADDRESS

PRINCETON-PENNSYLVANIA ACCELERATOR (oe
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

JAMES FORRESTAL RESEARCH CENTER
PRINCETON, NJ.

TELEPHONE
ACCELERATOR, P.O. Box 682

PRINCETON, N.J. PRINCETON, N.J.
WAxnur 1-8000

September 27, 1962

Presidents Office,
Digital Equipment Corporation
Main Street.
Maynard, Massachusetts,

Dear Sir:
We are giving serious consideration to obtaining equipment, now

being developed by Professor Pless and your company, for precision
encoding and pattern recognition (PEPR). The equipment would be used
in conjunction with the Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator. I realize
that the part being developed by Professor Pless is still in an early
stage, and will almost certainly have the usual production difficulties,
Nevertheless, I am sufficiently impressed by the long term outlook
that I wish to go on record as a very likely purchaser of a complete
PEPR system. In the meantime I would like to be kept fully informed on
progress, or lack of it.

Since your PDP-1 computer is an integral part of PEPR, and use-
ful for many other problems as well, we may wish to order it early.
Therefore I am interested in receiving all available technical data on
the PDP-1, its price and availability.

In the event we definitely decide to purchase the PDP-l, and
the PEPR equipment, we will want a firm indication of where we will
stand in the relative priority list. I would therefore like from
you an indication of the steps we should take to insure early
delivery. Obviously you would like a firm purchase order, but
clearly this will take some time to secure.

Very Truly Yours,

Cbo,
Milton White
Professor of Physics
Director, Accelerator Project

MGW: bp :

cc: G.T.Reynolds.
H.Biumenfeld
B,Schultz



AINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 2, 1962

SUBJECT Introductory Meeting
TO Morgan Guaranty Trust File FROM George O'Dea '

ce: Harlan Anderson

On October 1 Messrs. Norbert LeRoy and David Dyche of the Morgan
Guaranty Trust paid us an introductory visit.

Ken and Harlan gave them a brief description of the Company and its
Products then a Plant tour.

Mr. LeRoy is with the International Division of Morgan Guaranty and
pointed out the areas in which he could be helpful to us. Specifically mentioned
were credit references on Companies and Individuals, advice on foreign currencies
and their exchange, and advice on free ports. In general, any financial matter
with foreign involvement. Mr. LeRoy is an acquaintance of Mr. deVitry.

Mr. Dyche is in the Corporation Research Division of Morgan Guaranty.
He had some interesting ideas on leasing (2 yr. commitment) and was asked to

ponder the Revolving credit term loan matter as the solution to our cash require
ments.

The gentlemen were given our audit report for fiscal '62 and '61 and the
results of operations for fiscal '60. We told them of our target of $10,800K for fiscal
'63,

lt was left that Harlan would contact Mr. Dyche next time he visits
New York. Mr. Dyche will return some time thereafter with an associate more

directly concemed with our problems to explore the possibility of Morgan Guaranty
participating in any future financing through the National Shawmut.

George T. O'Dea

GTO'D:nes
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 3, 1962

SUBJECT Fredkin Rental of PDP-4 and accessory equipment
TO Harlan Anderson FROM George O'Dea -

Gordon Bell has provided the following list of equipment which Fredkin

may wish to rent:

Item Price s

R37boo 7,926.66

Mr

PDP-4 $85,000 933.39Me 6.38

Mag Tape Control 7,000
19.8 t/t,

Line Printer 72,000 2400.0

Mag Tape at 18,000 [ Reo36,000
Card Reader «zx 15,000

Seo oe 2

Card Punch Control 8,000 266.67/Pr-
/ , s4}h

Card Punch (1BM=-523)

Scope 14,800 493,

45.82

| propose that we take a real hard nosed attitude here and offer him an

hourly rental which equals the list price of each piece divided by Its normal

hours of useful life.

First, I'd like you to agree to this In principle; Second, I'd like you to

estimate the hours of normal life for each item; and Third, | think we should re-

fuse to provide the suppties.

GTO'D:nes
George T. O'Dea

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



10/2/62DATE
d MEMO

FROM Dave Denniston

HEA,TO Kenneth H. Olsen

Just for your information, Milton White of the

Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator at Princeton University is
a PhD.

5M9/62io0-21



PROGRAM MEETING AT HANSCOM FIELD, Bedford, Mass
in Building called WING B

October 10 (Wednesday)

0900
0930

0945

1030

1100

1130

1215
1330

1430

1500-

CHECK-IN (ERD Building)
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Charlton M, Walter, DECUS President
THE PDP-4 PROGRAMMING SYSTEM

H, Morse. DEC
READING FILM WITH A COMPUTER

M. Cappelletti, Information International. Inc
MINIMAX STATION PLACEMENT

Richard D, Smajiwood, AFCRL
ADAPTIVE FILTER PATTERN RECOGNITION

Theodore Strollo, AFCRL
LUNCH
DYNAMIC ATTRIBUTE EXTRACTION

M Walter, AFCRL
A WORLD OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA DISPLAY SYSTEM

Edvard Fredkin, Information International. Inc
DISPLAYS by Steven Bernstein, AFCRL

October 11 (Thursday)

0900

0920-

1000-

1030-

1115-
1230-
1330

1530-

MATRIX PACKAGE FOR DX-1 SYSTEM AFCEL
Carming J. Caso, Wolf R & D Corp.

LAWRENCE @DIATION LABORATORY'S PDP-1
A PERIPHERAL PROCESSOR FOR LARGE COMPUTERS

Dorothy Monk
A PDP SYSTEMS TAPE

Frasex Bonnell, LBL
Other Papers-
DISCUSSION OF LRL INSTALLATION
BUSINESS, INTRODUCTION OF NEWLY ELECTED OFFICERS
LUNCH
THE BBN SYMBOLIC VERSION OF DECAL
R. J. McQuillin, Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc.

DECAL, MACRO and the PDP - Panel Discussion
John Hayes, AFCRL, Moderator
Roland Siler, Mitre Corp.
H. Morse, DEC.
Alan Kotok, M.I.T.
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DATE: OCTOBER 2, 1962

SUBJECT REPAIR OF RETURNED MODULES

@ VALETO Wer hice FROM: JIM CUDMORE

THE FOLLOWING 1S A LIST OF MODULES RETURNEO FOR REPAIR DURING THE WEEK OF SEPT, 24

UNIT SERIAL NO. CUSTOMER DEFECT

52 13 R.C.A. NONE

52 1931 R.C.A, NONE

52 3716 DEC BROKEN PRINTED CKT (OPEN)

62 2874 DEC DRIVER OROPPED--KNOBS SMASHED
COARSE SLOPE, SWITCH BROKEN,ETC.

62 1940 R.C.A, NONE

62 NONE EN 2152 MISSING FUSE

1104 0010780 0 EN 2290 02-003 OPEN

1104 29304 8 PROTOTYPE NONE

1105 0033744 G.E. NONE

@
1110 0014130 € ADAMS ASSOC. 000! OPEN, DOO! SHORTED

1110 0021450 € AEC/CANADA 000! OPEN, DOO} SHORTED

0033345 D EN 2200 NONE

rae 95038 0 DEC DOO! HIGH LEAKAGE

1201 0039901 P 1.7.7. TRANSFORMER LEADS SHORTED TOGETHER

1201 0032648 P ADX-3 TRANSFORMER LEADS SHORTED

$201 32634 P 1.T.T. TRANSFORMER LEANS SHORTED

1201 0024314 P ADX=6 BROKEN OO! DIODE

1201 44197 4 8.8. & N. CHANGED COMPLIMENTING DIODES TO 003

1201 40203 L PROTOTYPE REPLACED COMPLIMENTING DIODES
REPLACED MAGS WITH mass
REPLACED 2NS68 WITH MASO

1201 43650 8.8. &N. REPLACED COMPLIMENT INPUT DIODES.
WITH ,003

@ 1607 29062 A POP-1 PROTOTYPE NONE

1607 29059 A PROTOTYPE NONE
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REPAIR OF RETURHED MODULES {CONT.)

SERIAL NO, CUSTOMER OEFECTUNIT

1607 ee6st 8 crc #3 NONE

1669 01763 UNKNOWN NONE

0044824 8 EN 2039 M0114 SHORTED

99509 8 EN 2233 NONE

0025332 UNKNOWN TI796 OPEN

18 0040230 B ADX 7 2N1204 SHORTED~-MDI14 SHORTED

16 0023740 B M.1.T. MDI14 OUTPUT ON PIN X

0043316 B ADAMS ASSOC. NONE

4108 03714 € DEC: NONE

0050697 1.7.7. #8 NONE

35481 D DEC NONE

76264 E UNKNOWN NONE

@ 4itl 75709 0 TEST EQUIP. HOGS. -- ENI048 NONE

4itt W720 D TEM. --ENIO4S NONE

4201 76814 6 T.E.H. owfN1 048 HONE

4201 76813 M T.E.H. o-ENI048 NONE

76820 T.E.H,@-ENI048 NONE

76817 T.E.H. ENS O48 NONE

4201 THOS M T.E.H, -ENI048 NONE

707 4 T.E.H. ENIO48 NONE

76826 M T.E.H.@-ENI 048 NONE

4201 76816 M T.E.H, --ENI048 NONE

4201 T2120 T..H.=-ENI048 NONE.

77104 4 T.E.H.--ENI 048 NONE

76824 T.E.H, --ENI048 NONE

@ ADI 70989 € T.E.H.--EN1 048

NONE

(972

18

4108

4105

4105

4201

4201

4201

4201

4201

4201

4686 0041806 A UNKNOWN



REPAIR OF RETURNED ROOULES {CONT.)a

UNIT SERIAL NO. CUSTOMER DEFECTo 4686 0041800 A UNKNOWN NONE

4686 0041795, A UNKNOWN NONE

4686 0041798 A UNKNOWS NONE

4686 0041799 A UNKNOWN NONE

4686 0041704 A UNKNOWN NONE

4686 0041793. A UNKNOWN NONE

4686 0041607 A UNKNOWN NONE

4686 0041803 A UNKNOWN NONE

4686 0041802 A UNKNOWN NONE

UNITS THAT DO NOT HAVE A CUSTOMER NAME SESIDE THEM ARE ONES FROM WHICH THIS INFORMATION WAS

MISSING ON THE TAG. PLEASE FILL OUT THE TAGS! !!!
OUT OF A TOTAL OF S59 MODULES RETURNED, 41 HAD NO DISCERNIBLE DEFECTS.
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Cur current wage policy paxticularly for junior

I therefore propose the following waaca classes
(a) Hourly ~ Subject to ali non-excmpt provisions of the
Voge ana Sour Act. Requirca to record working time by
penchning a time card, Bligiole fox company benefits and
privileges for hourly employces provided all other require-
Ment are rot.
(3) Weekly ~ Subject to all provisions of the

+ and Nour Act. Required to xccord working time byfilling in" a time card, Eligible for company benefits
ana privileges for hourly oxployecs provided all other
cgmirements are met.

(c) Salary-Overtime - to all exempt provisions of
the Wage and Hour Act. Mow Barca to revort time

g normal working hours. slicible for all
cany benefits and privilevcs for salaricd ernloyees.
3ible for time and one-half overtinewey all

sehcculed time workcd in of cight hours
in & working day or 40 hours in a week, whichever is greater,

they have reached a salary of 3115 per week.

(a) Salery-Straisht - Subject to all provisions
of the ana hour Act. Enciudes all es: pcople who
are receiving a base salary of over $L15 por week. Entitled
to all benefits and privileges deseribed in (c) above except
tnat pay will not be received for overtime work.

The following non-exempt people mect the necessary requirements
under the Wage and Hour Act to be classed as 43 I propose
ya class them as exempt immediately and also dotermine whether
they inte the Salary-Overtixe (c) or Salary-Straight (d)
cateyery as outlined above. fhnose pcopla would then be eligible
for the January salary revicw:

R, J. ' 3. Charnock
Ve. T, Whalen H. Shebak
=. L. Boucher

R. R. King

aacministrative Seme of these people aremt.
arc cz ahere are also::

of insurance classes,inconsistencics in on AS

be
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All of the company will be classed in one of the above
mentioned categories.
The wage Status of new cmployecs will be datermined by the personnel
Department and the appropriate head before the offer is
made. will be kept in the individual's personnelinformation
file and will also be forwarded to Accounting. Dick Mills has
suggested simple codes as a time SAvere
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Octeber 1, 1962
Personnel Meeting - Weinestay 10/3/62 - 400
KR.
x.
&.
6.
x. Sandier
We
B.
R.
R.

i.
a.

3.

4.

6.

To

Olsen Bob Lassen
Ancersea
Olsen
O'Dea

Hindle
Gurley
Best
Mills

Proposed changes in group plan

Proposal for establishing a more consistent
wage aduinistratica prograa.

Preposed Job Classification, Merit Rating end
Wage Review program fer all exeapt employess.

Establish pay policy fow hourly employees travelling
to and working st customers locations.

Katabiish « time fer the second shift rest period.
Discuss establishing monthly meeting of supervisors
with Personne] Department fox better feedback of
husan selations,
Discuss company participation in sponsoring employee
mesbership in professional ions,

8. Tuition Refund approvals.
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Group Insurance - Proposed Changes

1. Ljte Ineuyanee ~ cut-off pegapge Of

(a) A complete elimination of eoveraye at an earlier aye
than xetizement is - both tor existing or new

(b) Periodic reduetion of face amount of life insurance at
certain aye levels is pexnisaible tor both existing ox new

ouployeas.

(c) Simiting the amount of insurance available to
after a specified aye is pexmisaibie,.

Although reduction of ineurance by aye levels has some

merit, I feel there are sume strony moral arjuments against it.
Moet married mam at aye SO 55 or even 60 still have lerze
lite insexaaes obliyations and a lige insurance reduction would
materially affect family security. Yhere is alee the aoral
obligation te faithful long-term employees who have worked hard
te build satate for theix families continued
well beiag.
A survey of the area indicates that only Generel Redie has
incorporated an aye recuctica provision in their insurance plas.
Since we are competing with fylvania, RCA, 3.B.M,, Noaeyweil,
etc., for top people, an aye reduction in cur plan would not be
a good reerciting measure. Our present life rate has dropped
to 39 pex $1,500 from the initial 43 rate whea the plan was

adepted. Aithovuh it ie tepexative that wa vateh thie rate
werv carefullv, John BHanceek tesis that we are many years away
from a high sate problen. In addition our life claims are
whargec syainst the case on & "pooling dexived frem our
annual life preniun.

J recommend that we de aot incoxporate anv ave Limitations at
thie ting. If our lite rate etarts to increase abnersally,
we can then take apprepriate seaaures to Linit life covera,e by
age. I think that limiting coveraye to new employees (as
dancer in (c) above) is the ftaixast wey te ish this.

2. Private Coverace ~ Maiox Medical

For some tine we heve felt that people, who either foreec

prefer to oe hospitalised in a private room because of the nature
of their illness, are penaliseé because cur present plan excludes

private recom coverayje untier Aajoxs Medical and therefoxse Goes aot



provide coverage in excess of $20.00 per day In NaY. the JcohaHancock Company presented us with the following rates tor extend-ing our major medical plan to iaclude private room coveraye
Additional Monthly Cost Per lovee ard Pependent, Unit

Buployee 323. $28 $39
$.17 $.27 $.34

Dependent unit 3.29 $.46 $.58
At that time, we felt that this coveraye should be included under
Major Medical at no additional charge. John Hancock feels quitestrongly that the extension of such coverage will encourage an
increase in the amount of private room claims and therefore willresult in scme additional cost. Because of this, they are fairly
adamant about increasing our premium to compensate for such an
inclusion; howevex they have proposed a lower rate as follows
Additional Monthiv Cost per Emplovee end Pependent Unit

Employee 25 323 $39
$.05 $.08 $.19

Dependent Unit $.15 $.24 $.30
X feel this is fair and that their reasoning is sound. Therefore,I recoamend we re-write our plan to include private room coverage
under Major Medical at the $28.00 per day charge. I also recommend
that the company absorb the entire cost of this increase ani that
we announce it to our employees as a new benefit.
3. Group insurance Adpjnistration
We have discussed our present methods of administering our group
pian with both Bill Duane and Mr. Frank Di Yorio, John Hancock
Group Representative. They are well aware of our desire to
streamline the paper work involved and they are now working on
this. So far the proposal they have presented to me is unsatis-
factory and I have asked them to "think a little harder". Both
Barbara Charnock and I feel that we should never completely let
go of insurance administration. First of all, Barbara is our
expert - she knows more about the plan than any one else in the

sexved by her - especialiy when most needed. This has been a
tremendous morale factor and has allowed her the opportunity of
much needed personal contact with many of our employees. It also

COMPARY « Qux ewployees have confidence in her anc have ben well
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ists the employee know that the compeny ie taking personal interest
in them and their insurance plan, For thie f. stropaly
ene, Pessoagel Office. Workmen's Compensation (Liberty Mutual)
Claims ace not as prevalent and should eventually be handled by

that, in

the company nurse.

€
dD

e =
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Proposed Kage Structure
Our current wage aduinistration policy particularly for junior
administrative people is inconsistent. Some of these people are
classed as non-exeapt while others are exempt. There are also
inconsistencies in the assignment ef insurance classes.
Z therefore propose the following wage classes

(a) Hourly - Subject to all non-exempt provisiona ef the
Wage and Hour Act. Required to record working time by
punching a time card. Eligible for company benefits and
privileges tor hourly employees provided all other require-
mant are met,

(b) Weekly - Subjeet to all Rune provisions ef the
Wage and Bowr Act. Required to record working time by
"filling in" a time card. Eligible for company benefits
and privileges for hourly employees provided all other
vequirements are met.

(ce) Salary-Overtine ~ subject to al) exempt provisions of
the Wage and Hour Act. Hot required to report time
worked during normal working hours. Bligible for ali
Company benefits and privileges for salaried emp ioyses,
Bligible for time and one-half overtime pay for all
authorized scheduled time worked in excess of eight hours
in a working day or 40 hours in a week, whichever is greater,
wmtil they have reached a salary of 9115 per week.

(4) Salery-Straight ~ Subject to all exempt provisions
of the Wage and Hour Act. Includes all exexpt people who
axe receiving a base salary of over $115 per week. Entitled
to all benefits and privileges described in (c) above except
that pay will rot be received for overtime work.

The following non-exempt people meet the necessary requirements
under the Wage and Hour Act to be classed as Exempt. I propose
we class them as exempt immediately and also determine whether
they fall into the Salary-Overtime (c) or Salary-Straight (cd)

cateyory as outlined above. These peope would then be eligible
fer the January salary reviews

R. Maroney J. ' g. Charneok
W. Faraua f. Whalen HM. Shebak
Fe Marlean . Mariani L. Boucher
FP. Kalwsil R. Blackwood R. King
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All employees of the Company will be classed in one of the abovementioned categories,
The wage status of new employees will be determined by the perscanelDepartment and the aPPropriate department head before
made. individual 'as personnelfile and will alse be fowarded to Accounting.

This be kept in the
the offer is

Suggested using simple codes as a tine saver.
Dick Mills haa

0
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Provosed Job Classification, Mexit Rating and W-ye Review
I feel we should establish a policy for conducting seni-a
classification Keviewg far all non-exempt - faythe puxpose of providiag a consistent method of reviewing our

hourly waye structure.
I would also like to propese that we entablich a policy to providefer forma hourly merit ratings three times a Such a programto be sdministexed by the Perscanel Department.

The whole hourly Jeb Classification, Merit Rating and Wage Review
program would tie-in together as follows

Getabgy - Job Classification Review and Mexit Rating

Febayaxy - Merit Rating

dupe ~ Job Classification Review, Merit Rating and Anaval Rourly

The actual time of the annual wage review will om eccasion he
determined by results of previous elassicffication reviews and
area wage surveys,
Since October is upen ws, I feel
job classification review and merit rating as ame as possible.It would be conducted by the Personnel Office through the apprap-riate cepartment heads in the same ag the April review,

should conduct non-exempta

X emphatically gubmit that the October job elagsification review
fhopld not be tied in with wave increases!

fo conduct this program effectively, the Pereonnel Depertuentwill need ISM run sheets in October and June eontaining the
names of a1) non-exempt employees by department and their current
wate. Other infermation may be needed but we can work this out
later.



Punpesed ef Supervisers with vegsennel Devartsent

Y would like te have the opportunity te meet with our Supervisors
ence a month. Yhe prime objective of these meetings would be to
discuss empleyee relations and te previde a more direct line of

with our employees,

we are all aware of the growing danger ef losing contact with the
theughts and feelings of our employees. We cannot taxe immediate
action on employee problems unless we have faster end more accurate

The communications factor will help te show our people that ve
continue te have a deep interest in their well being.



TsINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SU

TO

DATE
October Ist, 1962

BJECT

Gordon Bell FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Foxboro has asked us for a brief one page specification on our
Fortran which can be included in the PDP=4 manual. | think we should
immediately produce this thing. On questions that we are not sure of,
we should not mention anything or hedge. [ft would seem that we could
generate a page full of positive statements and leave out all the things
we are not sure of,

Kenneth H. Olsen

arlan Anderson
Arthur Hall

HUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSAC



SUBJECT
TO dack Atwood

4)

DATE October Ist, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Foxboro wants to use our PDP-4 manual with the cover.
We told them this was all right but we want to own the copyright on the
document so that we always have the right to Its contents. We were talking
about how this could be done and | was shocked to realize that we were,
during this same meeting, delivering about 20 PDP=4 manuals to them which
were not copyrighted. This means that we had already technically lost all
the advantage which we were worrying about in the question of copyrighting.
Will you be sure that everything we print from now on is copyrighted.

name on

:

Stan Olsen

Kenneth H. Olsen

ccs Merlan Anderson
B

DIGiTAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

/2,

SUBJECT
DATE September 28, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson a FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
George O'Dea

On Monday, October | at about II o'clock, we will be visited by Morgan
Guarantee Trust Company of 23 Wall Street, New York 8, New York.

Mr. Norbert G. Leroy who is Assistant Vice President and specialist
in European Affairs is our contact at the bank. He is a friend of General
Doriot and is working on an American Research like company in Europe.
He is a pilot and parachute jumper and may fly his own airplane out.

Mr. Leroy will bring along David Dyche who is with the Corporate
Research Department and is probably the one who will take particular
interest in our company.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Cetober 1, 1942

Billing Procedures fer Computers

K. Olsen R. Mills
H. Anderson Y
G. O'Dea
5. Olen

OK
WT ,

pert ecross to the Renegotietion Board our of a POP-1 os

computers cad accessories which can be priced from eur established price list
on one invoice ond that we bill all custom equipment on 4 seperate invoice.

month untess there Is seme objection.

yitem, Mac Chick hes that we bill oll of the PDP=1's - Central

is very it be done by ia the

Billing easily. We weuld like to start this with the



DATE 9/28/62MEMO
TO Ted JohnsonH. Anderson & Stan Olsen FROM

The attached memo by Tom Miller describes the checkout system
which will be duplicated at Cape Canaveral. Tom is particularly
interested in the extent to which we will go in special systems.
This one might be within our realm. Wants to know if we would joint
bid it or if we are aware of who would bid our machine. It would
appear that Beckman would.

I think we are in quite good shape at JPL and there are good
possibilities for PDP-4 sales. We need to educate them and are
planning a presentation here at the office.

Current computer areas at JPL are:

1. SFOF System (PDP-1) - Computer used to generate test patterns
for systems checkout.

2. Spacecraft Checkout (attached) PDP-1
3. PDP-4's for data translators - Walt Wolin
4. Other PDP-4's

DAP 984



JET PROPULSION LABORATORY INTEROFFICE MEMO

Septeaber 1), 1962
Ref. Ho. 372.31/21

TO: Distribution

FROM: T. B. Miller

SUBJECT: Data System for the Support of System and Sub-System Tests at
AMR and SAF

PURPOSE:

This memo will describe a general purpose data system to be installed
at the Spacecraft Assembly Facility (JPL) and at the JPL Assembly ani
Checkout Facility at AMR for support of system and sub~system tests. The

purpose of this memo is to present a general approach to the data system
and to request information on requirements from potential users upon
which a detailed design may proceed. A schedule of milestones for com
pletion of the design and delivery of the system is given.

SCOPE:

A. Purpose of the Data Systen

The present method of systems testing involves the com
plete dependence on special purpose G.S.E. for all data used
4n monitoring spacecraft performance. From the standpoint of
economy and operational support, it is desirable to standardize
the central portion of a system for acquisition, recording, on-
line reduction and display of data required for the evaluation
of spacecraft performance. This approach provides a facility
oriented checked out, data acquisition, recording, reduction,
and monitoring system capable of supporting a)] spacecraft.
Changes to accommodate different spacecraft are reduced to
spacecraft dependent telemetry conversion equipment and to the
central computer program. The specific tasks that the data
system would accomplish are:

1. Alarm Processing. The data system would monitor
spacecraft measurements whether telemetered or hard
line connected for "in tolerance" conditions. Upon

getting a measurement which did not meet specifica-
tions, an alarm would be given. The specifications
on a given measurement would be automatically varied .

in different steps of the test procedure to accommo-

date those masaurements which have characteristics
which normally vary in the test sequence. The inter-
nal monitoring sequence of the computer would be
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2.

he

programmed to react to an alarm so that those measure-
ments which are correlated with the non-standard
measurement could be qraninad in greater detail than
would be available in a normal sequence.

Quick-Look Reductjon. The capability would be in-
herent in the data system to drive a number of display
devices in real time. These could be tabulated print-
outs, plots or decimal window displays of selected
measurements. The computer program would allow the
Test Director to select any measurement or combination
of measurements-up to the capacity of the display
devices and the computer~-to be displayed. The com
plete display of all the data accumulated during a
test could be generated after the completion of the
test. However, volume high-quality hard copy output
would not be a capability of this system, and such
output should be generated by the Central
Facility from the accumulated data.

Spacecraft Control. It would be a capability of the
data system, although it is not intended that this be
an initial use, to automate the test sequence to
follow a pre-programmed course. In the event of mal--
function or non-standard occurance, the computer
program would break away from the standard sequence
to exercise those functions which are associated with
the failure, and thereby, provide a tool for more

rapid and accurate failure diagnosis.

3.

Acquisition and Recording. All telemetry and hard
line data will be acquired and recorded.

B. Data System Boundaries

This data system as proposed would include the following
functional pment. ,

i.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Interface equipment to connect directly to the space-
craft and to existing Ground Support Equipment ,
preferably the spacecraft.

The necessary telemetry recovery equipment from the
output of the receiver.

Conversion devices to make the telemetry and hard
line data suitable for computer entry.

Recording equipment to provide raw records of the
test for non-real time reduction.

A general purpose computer ard controllable scanner-
mitiplexer system for real time and non-real time
reduction of spacecraft maaanr 5 .
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6. Display devices for displaying data precessed by the
data system. One display module will probably beavailable for each spacecraft sub-system and for the
systems Test Director.

7. The necessary control devices and spacecraft inter-
sequence,
Lacing to machanieg the control of the spacecraft test

Preliminary Design Configuration

Figure 1 attached is a block diagram of the preliminary design con-
figuration. The diagram shows how the various data sources ani outputdevices connect to the central part of the data processing system--the
computer and the scanner-mltinierer. The spacecraft telemetry receiver
output is fed through suitable conversion equipment (discriminators, de-
commutators, level detectors, etc.) to the scanner-mltiplexer. In its
raw form, the telemetry is also recorded on an analog tape deck. The
hard line data is also entered into the scanner-mltiplexer, and in
general, these data will require digitizing to make them suitable for
computer entry. While the number of hard line measurements will probably
preclude the recording of them al] in raw form, it would be possible to
record those measurements which are most critical during a particular
phase of the test; or, it would be possible to automatically start re-
cording any measurement which goes out of tolerance.

The scanner-milt.iplarer is a device which scans a number of inputs
and assembles them for entry into the computer as a serial string of
source tagged measurements. Normally the scan rate and sequence of such
a device are either fixed or under the control of a plugboard programmerIt is quite feasible, and for this system it is necessary, that the scan
rate ami sequence be under the control of the computer. This would allow
the computer program to modify the frequency at which any measurement is
being sampled, based on the phase of the test being conducted or on non-
standard performance of any measurement or set of measurements.

The general purpose computer part of the system will be a fast (5 to
7 microsecond cycle) small to medium sized (around 8,000 to 16,000 word
core memory) computer with very versatile input-output characteristics.
The arithmetic unit will not be complex, though a built-in ply:
divide is desirable to facilitate conversions of the type y = ax + b.
The command repertoire will include many logical and shifting commands
which are necessary to fulfill the prime task of the computer, that of
data handling.

The input-output will have two general types of capability. The
first is high speed memory interlace capability for block transfers of
relatively high rate data--in this system, the input from the scanner-
mitiplexer and the input from and output to the digital magnetic tapes.
This type of high speed channel is the most efficient means of inputting
or outputting block data, that is, data which it is possible to accumulate
prior to either outputting or prior to processing in the computer.

1
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is that of priority interrupt. This type of input-output is useful for
handling several asynchronous input or output devices which are either
comparatively slow or by their nature are of low priority and should waitfor more critical operations to take place--in this system, control dateto and from the scanner-multiplexer spacecraft and control console and
quick-look data to printers and plotters. The priority interrupt type of
input-output is far less expensive than the high speed memory interlace
and is efficient for word by word transfer of data.

The second input-output capability the computer will have

The digital tape units are used to keep a complete record of al]
data which enters the data system and to store alternate computer pro~
grams or subroutines. The output devices are, of course, not defined very
precisely, but in general, will be capable of displaying data in both

ing functions: 1) Control which parameters are being monitored on the
output devices, 2) Exercise options as to how the data is being processed,ani 3) Enter data to the computer such as test phase, etc.

graphical and tahniar form. The control console will perform the folow.

System Capability

It is very difficult to generalize about the capability of a system
which has so mich versatility and will be required to handle so many
varying requirements. The exact speed with which a certain task can be
accomplished requires that the task be known in enough detail that an
accurate program flow diagram could be constructed. Several examples can
be given, however, which will give some indication of the type of capa
bility which can be expected. These examples will be based on the char-
acteristics of the PDP-1 computer as Section 372 has experience in systems
applications of this computer in real t.ima data processing applications
for Ma-R flight data reduction.

Ananming 50 measurements are to be scanned and handled, and each
measurement is assumed to be 6 bits of data:

1. All 50 measurements may be sampled 300 times per second
and written onto magnetic tape and compar] against an
upper and lower limit.

2. All 50 measurements could be scanned 30 times a second,
written on magnetic tape, compared against an upper and
lower limit, one of each measurement per second converted
to engineering units by a y = ax + b conversion, al] (50)
converted measurements either listed or plotted, ani the
computer would be idle approximately 900 millisacands out
of each second.

3. The PDP-1 presently installed in Building 125 for support
of Mariner and Ranger Flight and Test operations will
simltaneously receive data from Ranger and Mariner tele-
metry, decommtate the Mariner telemetry, record quick-look
listings on magnetic tape of the totality of the data,
prepare magnetic tape of al] the data for 7090 processing
and compare all Ranger measurements against pre-set limits
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and send alarms via teletype. er idle
a tely 850 milliaecanda out of each second when
doing this.

The above are merely illustrative. There would be
for al measurements to be sa=pied at, the same rate, and, in fact, this
will be completely

There are obviously other constraints on the system than 3

operating time. The system will be limited by output devices, by the speed
with which the inl exer can scan and digitize and, perhaps most
important, by computer internal storage space. In the qra above of
the presently installed PDP-1, while the computer is idle about &50 milli-
necondsa out of each second, its 8,000 words of internal storage are
virtually exhausted. This means that the data rates could increase
significantly without saturating the system, but, if additianal programming
functions are required, there will be no room for the programs
in core,

Procedure for Implementation

It is recommended that the imp]ement.at.ion of this system proceed in
three steps to facilitate the implementation, to allow a more sensible
designation of peripheral equipment than might be possible now, andi to
allow the users to become more familiar with such a system and, thereby,
make intelligent decisions as to its expansion, The system will be
available for support of Ra-9, Ma-M, Ma-B and aj! succeeding spacecraft
tests.

Step ] - Tmplementation of the telemetry and hard line interface
for Ranger and Mariner type spacecraft, the scanner-mltiplexer and

computer with tapes and limited quick-look and control functions. The

important part of this design is to insure that the scanner-multiplexer
and the computer are adequate to meet requirements for the design life
of the system (about 5 years). This will require that the speed, number

of channels, ard channel characteristics in this scanner-miltiplexer are
sufficient and that the speed, core memory sise and input-output capa-
bility of the computer are adequate,

Step 2 - Frpansion of the display capability to provide full quick-
look displays to al] cognizant sub-system groups.

spacecraft checkout. This will provide closely controlled sequencing ofStep 3 - Close the loop to the spacecraft to provide true automated

the spacecraft through its test sequence.

The ability to look at the correlation between parameters of the
whole spacecraft as well as any sub-system.

Required Design Parameters

To implement. Steps 1 and 2 above, there are several inputs which

must be available to Section 372 design engineers. It is requested that
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al] technical divisions respond to T. Miller by September 20 with any
on this memo and with specific Conant, on the following questions.

A meeting will then be held on Sertenher 19 at 3:00 p.m. in Building 125,
Room 220 at which tine a review of the preliminary design will be made.
The user divisions are requested to participate in the development of the
design. The name of a division representative should be forwarded to
T. Miller.

1. How mary hard line measurements mst the system be capableof accommodating?

(4.0., transients with rise times of approximately 10
milliseconds, long term trends, etc.)

3. What reduction functions will be required? (Monitoring
against fixed limits, monitoring rate of change, conver-
sion by nth order curve, correlation with n other para~
meters, etc.)

4. Will it be necessary to do simltaneous testing of more
than one spacecraft?

5. What signa] levels can be expected over "hard line"? It
is quite important, if low level signals are to be used,
to include adequate grounding, noise rejection, ec., in
the original design. It is also more important to minimiza
interfaces with the spacecraft if such low level problems
are to be encountered.

Schedule

SAF

Step 1 Requirements Define September 25, 1962

Design Specification Complete October 15, 1962

Procurement November 20, 1962

Delivery May 25, 1963

Step 2 4th quarter, 1963

AMR

Delivery July 1, 1963

2. What type of information is desired from these lines?

Step 3 When feasible after lst
quarter, 1964

TEM/saw
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7 September 28, 1962
SUBJECT
TO K. Olsen Arthur Hall

H. Anderson
S. Olsen
G. Bell
Sales File

On September 27th, K. Olsen, H. Anderson and A, Hall met at Foxboro's Natick
plant with R. Sonnenfeldt (General Manager), R. Fine (Operations Manager) and
L. Glickman (Manager of Engineering).

The subjects discussed were:

f 1) Liaison between DEC and Foxboro:

Mr. Fine was quite insistent that all requests for
information and action be channeled through Pau!
Anderson or himself at Foxboro and A. Hall at DEC,
H. Anderson suggested later that this routine should
not be allowed to interfere with getting our work
done if these persons should not be available.

2) Tours of DEC by Foxboro Customers:

The attached Foxboro memo explains this point.

Foxboro will notify DEC about prospective Foxboro customers
so that if those customers should contact us, we will not be
making conflicting quotes or claims.

3) Supporting PDP-4 literature:

Foxboro would like a written statement from DEC listing the
literature we will have available and noting when it will be
available. A. Hall will forward this information together with
20 copies of all literature available at present.

Foxboro would like to put their covers on our PDP-4 Manuals.
DEC expressed their willingness to do this subject to an agree

They will send DEC copies of our manuals changed as they prefer
for our approval before release.

menf on pyright. This should be worked out as soon as possible.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



It is not their intention to conceal the origin of the
computer, but rather to indicate that their control

DEC, They plan to assign a Foxboro number to the
computer,

puter was manufactured expressly for Foxboro by

4) Financial Statement:

Foxboro would like a statement from DEC concerning
their financial status. Their need is for a document
which will reassure a customer who has not heard of
DEC that we are financially stable and not likely to
default on delivery, With this they want a statement
of our production capabilities. K. Olsen and H.
Anderson have agreed to supply this statement. A,
Hall willsent them some copies of the brochure we
handed out at the Munich show in case this might be
useful to them,

:

5) PDP~4 Compiler:

Foxboro realizes that a complete description of the PDP-4
compiler will probably not be available until the compiler
itself is available. However, they would like to have (now)
a one page description of the compiler saying that it is a
Fortran Il type and catagorizing the instructions in terms a
programmer will understand. A. Hall will consult H. Morse
about this, and get the description to Foxboro as soon as
possible,

$) Reliability:

Foxboro must have enough data from DEC to establish an
estimated time between failure for the PDP-4, They will
write a statement on the basis of our data, and submit it
to us before releasing it. The data must be in their hands
by 5:00 PM October Sth.

7) Delivery:

Foxboro wants a statement from DEC quaranteeing a minimum

delivery date, It was their expectation that delivery would
be required in from 5 to 7 months from date of firm order.
H. Anderson said that there was no problem we could see in

assuring a 5 month delivery time. A written statement to this
effect should be given to Foxboro,

1
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@ 5) Power Failure:

R. Sonnenfeldt stated that if the PDP-4 could continue to
run after a line power failure of 2 cycles or longer, it would
be a great advantage to them. If the time is less than 2 cycles,
they will have to employ a far more expensive protective device.
If we were able to add some device costing less than $500 which
would be able to guarantee at least 2 cycles, they would be quite
please to bear the cost,

DEC has given them the rough figure of 31/2 cycles as a

possible power outage time. Investigation during the after-
noon following the meeting, however, revealed that a power
off period of 15 msec. causes the program to stop. The large
contactor supplying AC to the memory power supply drops out
in this time, and the ~35 volts rises 5 volts. Research into
causes and cures continues,

Power outage figures and predicted improvement should go to
Foxboro as soon as possible, and by October 5th, at the latest,
A, Hall will see to this.

@ 9) Dum quote clarification:

A quote from G, Bell to Foxboro concerning drum specifications
mentions write protection, They want not only a clarification of
the write protection but a way to lock the drum write-inhibit
switches or the door which covers them. A, Hall will look into
lock-switches and will ask G. Bell to find out from Saul Dinman
what additional information is required on the drum. We will
send this information to Foxboro as an addition to the previous
quote.

10) Spare parts list:

We should send Foxboro a complete spare parts list for the entire

computer and peripheral equipment. This is to include only
electrical parts (such as relays, fans, power supplies, switches,
capacitors etc.) Any part which has a particularly long order

cycle should be included. Foxboro stated that their customers

were inclined to order a great quantity of spare parts and that
the list should be too long rather than too short.

A
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11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

16)

PDP-4 Tape Units:

PDP~4 Changes:

Foxboro would like to know whenever we plan to make any ;

change in the standard machine which would affect interface
signals or programming.

ISA Show:

H. Anderson asked if there were any particular PDP-4 features
which Foxboro would like us to stree to potential Foxboro
customers, They mentioned:

Memory protection on power off,
Lack of susceptability to power failure.
Reliability
Modular construction.
PDP-4 is descendant of PDP-1,

Foxboro Colors:

Foxboro would like a statement in writing that we will consider

changes in the color of our computers. K. Olsen mentioned that

we would prefer to paint the doors, top and side panels and leave
the panel above the operators console the same. They will consider
this, There seemed to be general agreement that the frames need

not be painted. Their stylist will visit as soon as he can (probably
not before the ISA show next month) to look at thecomputer and

to suggest the color scheme, DEC agreed that we would use what-

ever color Formica they wanted on the table tops.

DEC Racks:

Foxboro is considering using the DEC racks. They would like
to look at our drawings with a view towards making them them=

selves. We must decide whether or not this will be allowed.
Meanwhile we have agreed to quote Foxboro a price for our racks.

We have agreed to quote to Foxboro on both types of Tape Unit

for PDP-4,

PDP-4 Power Consumption:

Foxboro has heard power consumption figures of 900 and 1400

watts. We must supply them with the correct figure.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



@ : 17) PDP-4 Discount Schedule:

"The most important subject brought up by Foxboro was their .
discontent with our discount schedule. They pointed out that
if they ordered 5 computers at different times during one year,
their average discount would amount to about 12%, They stated
that they could get a better discount from another computer
manufacturer,

lt would appear that Foxboro has internally committed them=
selves fairly strongly to use DEC computers. While they might
not change their decision if we maintained our present discount
schedule, they would certainly welcome a more favorable

j schedule, not only for monetary reasons but to better justify
their decision to buy DEC equipment.

We have agreed to review our discount schedule and to notify
them of our decision by late in the week ending Oct. 5th.

18. Foxboro Computer:

R. Sonnenfeldt said that Foxboro expected to give DEC an order
for a PDP-4 within 40 days for delivery sometime early in 1963,
This is presumably dependent upon the selection of DEC as
computer supplier.

In summary, we must supply Foxboro with:

20 copies of available PDP-4 literature.
Availability dates and list of all PDP-4 literature.
Permission to adapt & use DEC literature under Foxboro name.
Financial & production capability statement,
Brochures given out at Munich show.
One page description of compiler.
PDP-4 reliability data (by Oct. 5)
Guaranteed elapsed times for delivery.
Computer tolerance to power failure.

1.
2.
3.
4,
5.
6.
7,
8.
9.
10. Drum write protection clarification,
11. Complete PDP-4 spare parts list.
12, Agreement to consider PDP-4 color changes.
13, Agreement (or not) to use DEC rack design.
14, PDP-4 Tape Unit quote.
15. Correct computer power consumption figures.
16. Decision on discount schedule revision (by Oct. 5).
17. DEC Rack Price.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS.DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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*MEMO, DATE 9/27/62

Harlan Anderson Ted JohnsonTO FROM
We are planning a meeting with people from the newly formed

Systems Programming group of Mesa Scientific to discuss a possible
PDP-4 application gathering underwater surveying data and calcula-
ting amounts and costs of rock fill in construction of the breakwater
or pier at the Long Beach Harbor.

Bob Ryle inquired as to whether we might have an interest in a
1401 simulator for the PDP-4. This could be of value

l. Compatibility with existing 1401 facilities.
2. Phasing into PDP~4 use by people such as the Harbor people.

DAP 984



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Type 52 Tape Control for CRL

DATE September 27, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Ben Gurley

cc: Stan Olsen
Roland Boisvert

Eunice Cronin of CRL was interested in having a Type 52 Tape Control replace
the existing Type 51 Tape Control on their second computer. This is the computer which
will be going to ITEK to have the fancy display put in.

| quoted her a price over the phone of $24,000 for a new Type 52 Tape Control

has a high speed channel control therefore the $38,000 is reduced by $9,000. A return
credit of $5,000 will be made on the Type 51 Tape Control leaving a net of $24,000 for
the Type 52. These tape controls, the new Type 52 Tape Control and the existing Type
52 Control would not have the facility to connect both of the tape control on either
machine under the terms of the discussion with Miss Cronin. We probably would charge
extra to put in the additional command pulses, etc. to enable both controls to run

in exchange for the Type 51. This price is arrived at as follows: That machine already

simultaneously off either machine.

HedeRTETE

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



LoteINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Additional Equipment for the CRL Machine

DATE September 27, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Ben Gurley
cc: Stan Olsen

Eunice Cronin called me on September 26th asking for price information for planning

purposes on added equipment to their complex of computers. One was additional tape units,

an additional corebank, a second colorscope, and the big DEC drum. Also, they had

some interest in an IBM 729 Compatible Tape Control Unit, Type 56.

The price on all items except the colorscope are either accurately established or

appear to be sufficiently good, for instance, the DEC drum adds $61,800 and the Tape

Control Unit 56 adds $67,500. The colorscope | said was a pure estimate, and that |

estimated $30,000. We are in a good position to deliver one of those rather quickly.

tt

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE September 26, 1962MEMO
TO K. Olsen, H. Anderson" FROM

The Personnel Committee would like to meet with you for a short time next

Wednesday, October 3, 1962, at 4:00 p.m. for discussion of the major topics

on thelr agenda. ( They have promised to be brief )
7
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE September 26, 1962

SUBJECT Renegotiability of FAA
TO H. Anderson - FROM R. Mills

G. O'Dea

| have asked Mac Chick of Lybrands in Washington to send us an up to date list

of all government agencies which would be classified as renegotiable business

and those that would be classified as non-renegotiable business. also asked

him at the same time what his list showed as a status for the FAA, and he stated

that this was a non-renegotiable agency.

6 ( FAA total Invoice -$24,700.)

# # #

DIGITAL FQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



OFFICE
b AORANDUM:

DATE September 26, 196]

New Accounting & Cost System General Concepts
Ken Oisen FROM Richard F. Mills
sericea Anaerson

Memo No. 1

C

:

GENERAL CONCEPTS

Organization Form

The following presentation of the General Concepts to be used in approaching
our new Accounting and Cost System, are developed from a basic concept of

organization for DEC on a funciional-line organization basis; versus the conventional
line-staff organization, The basic difference between these two is: one, of staff
functions being purely of an advisory nature, and two, tine functions being process~
ing or operations of a direct manufacturing nature. What seems to me to weigh
heavily in favor of the functional-line arrangement is that the organization of the

company revolves around functions being grouped under operating heads and with
all blocks on the organization chart being centers of decision making of one kind
or versus the old conces: of merely advisory staff functions to management.
This .-ect, streamlines the organization by way of speeding up necessary decisions

by using close integration of former staff operations.

a

Informction Feedback

Feedback of inform«tion is not brought in at this time as a basic assumption
will be made here that rrough ou, project manager concept, a separate specificaiion
for ingormation feedbac. requirer-eats will be made by each project manager. This

is quire a different apprcach +o is problem in that conventionally, information is

generated in the accounting depertment and disseminated to projects on a mass

regular basis with little interprezc rion and analysis. The net result of this mass of

information flowing to a project is usually a lack of understanding by the projeci

requirements will be detined ver" exact y with considerable work being done on

report forms a basis for a decision function. We are not naive enough to think that

this will not require some orientation, both in the accounting and on the part of

the project managers, but the goal is one of easy understanding.

is tin {t 1s planned that projectwhat ne ioW to use If.manage:

that thethe actual reoort simolify it ana arrange pertinent items in such a way

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPOGATION =
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Cost Centers:

Cost Centers will be very easy to add or terminate as required by our

operations.

Codt Center Recharges:

A built-in provision is made for recharging services purchased by one cost
center from any other cost center in the complexof cost centers. At selling prices
or actual cost.

Cost Center Reports:

Profit and loss, and balance sheets will be prepared for every cost center in

the company.

Consolidation:

Due to the standard approach ro this system, consolidation of all cost center

reports into one report for the company is an easy matter.

Cost Center Expenses:

All charges to cost center exzenses will be made on the gross incurred basis for

simplicity in determining total company expenses by expense element.

Reports:

lt is considered that reports will be submitted to each cost center Manager for

all items that he can influence.
N SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Introduction:

The central theme of this new system should fall into place quite readily by

giving a short explanation for each of the major items involved as listed below:

1. New chart of accounts
Balance Sheet
Profit and Loss
Inventories
Expense elements
Cost centers

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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2. Cost center coding

3. Standard list of expense elements

4. Recharge method

5. Method of production overhead absorption

6. Cost centers

7. inventory coding and consol

8. Product cost accumulation

9. Allocation of expenses and assessments

10. Project manager :

1. New Chart of Accounts

The new chart of accounts :hus been prepared using cs a primary consideration
individual baiance sheet anc oro: and loss statements for each cost center. This

will be accomplished by indicating the department involved by a -] -2 -3 etc.
after the balance sheet or profit and loss account number involved. As an example,
assuming silk screening is department number 1, the Accounts Receivable for the

silk screening department would be thetdenoted as 131-1. It becomes obvious then,
in order to find out what the total Accounts Receivable Trade are for the company
as a whoie, we add up the detail sheets behind the 131 in the General Ledger for

all deoartments.

2. Cost center coding

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION -

Cost center coding is being handled by using account 64 in the General Ledger
under Cost Ledger Control! which will be the control figure for all manufacturing,

selling, administrative, advertising, research, and engineering and development

expense elements involved. An example of an expense being charged to a cost

center would be shown cs the first number 64 - 65 to denote manufacturing, - 10

for indirect labor. In practice, Account 64, the Cost Ledger Control in

the General Ledger, : be very little in detail coding as people will become

accustomed to this rapiciy.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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3. Standard list of expense

Our heavy emphasis on prepc: ing a standard list of expense element will
result in significant time savings in all areas of the business, since only one list
of expense elements has to be learned and it facilitates consolidation, analysis
and interpretation of results, both by the project manager and management. We
have tried to include all types of expenses but in the event you should have one
for your department which you feel is significant enough to require attention,
please let us know about it.

4. Recharge method

Since we must have an easy method of recharging any service purchased by
one cost center from another, from any cost center to all cost centers, it is imperative
that we have a standard form throughout the company. A first pass form for the

monthly cost center bill and a cost center recharge request form has been prepared.
Please see Exhibits No. 1 & 2 attached. At the start up of this system, the

services sold by one cost center to another will be charged to that cost center at

cost with a refinement later of the selling cost center manager charging a price
above cost. Simplicity of operation has been the watchword here as has been

the case throughout the entire system. As cost center recharge request forms are

prepared and forwarded to the selling cost center, the distribution of copies is,
one to the originator, one to the receiving cost center, and one to the accounting
department; but the distribution to the accounting department will be made only
after the completion of the job, which will be the basis for accumulation of all

request forms for each cost center in summary form on the monthly cost center bill.
The monthly cost center bill will be forwarded to the to-be-charged cost center

which will teil him how many services he has purchased outside of his own operation

during the month and wili also serve as a basis for accounting entries. Over-
head rates used will be standard, adjusted once each quarter for any over or under

absorbed overhead.

5. Method of production overhead absorption

Each manufacturing cost center will of necessity, have to have overhead

absorbed on production during that month. This will require the breakdown of

direct labor on each product by cost center in order that that cost center's over~

head rate may be applied against their direct labor for absorption to work-in-process
inventories. Any over or under absorbed overhead will be handled in the same way

(i.e. by a quarterly adjustment to actual,) as above. In effect, this means we

must establish a method of summarizing direct labor for each cost centers operation

on each one of our products.

CORPORATION MAYNARD, MAS
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6. Cost Centers

We previously mentioned Account 64 which is the Cost Ledger Control. As
a back-up to this account, we will have an accounting book known as the Cost
Ledger. In this Cost Ledger will be expense element sheets, one for each cost
center, broken down with a total sheet for manufacturing and then all
manufacturing departments under this; then a total sheet for selling with all
selling departmenis uncer this, aad so on for administrative, advertising, research
and engineering ta development. Our method for accumulating all the expenses
for these cost centers ecch mont will be covered later under the machine methods
section. As will be noticed, a provision is made on the expense element sheet,
which is in effect the cost cente: overhead accumulation, for totaling variable
and totaling fixed expenses ane deducting recharges to all cost centers and
for recharges from all cost arrive at a net figure before earned over-
head on production in : : co. -enters affected to come down to a net over
absorbed under absorbec In order that a close watch may be kept

made on very bottom of the sheet foron overnecd rates provision
total labor airec and in cost centers with no direct labor

i 4 i overhead to arrive at an overhead rateto use indirect labor divided into total
which would be adjusted quarteriy as mentioned previously.

7. Inventory coding and contro:

Account 17 in the General Ledger is for all inventories, raw material,
work and process and finished goods. A sub-ledger will be kept as shown on

When any item is purchased for inventories of any kind, the coding willbe shown

under the code example, Appendix II Inventories. Entries to raw materials will
be without the operation and major assembly and sub-assembly code numbers.

Finished goods will be controlled by our module numbers. Inventory conirol sheets

will be ysrepared from product costs lists which will be submitted by project
managers. Inventory control will bea production function. As can be seen, this

system has the possibility of infinite product variation and expansion.

A/C 17 - Inventories, Appendix of the Proposed New Chart of Accounts.

8. Product cost accumulation

This section is an adjunct to the inventory coding and control above. Our

present EN numbering system will be replaced by a product cost sheet which will

be an integral part of our inventory control, in effect making up a substantial

part of inventory control. Product cost sheets will be broken down into all major

assembly and sub-assemblies for which material, labor and overhead will be

maintained for each, including outside purchases and outside sub-contract work.

By the use of the inventory coding, direct labor and direct material will be

charged directly to the product cost sheet which, after the unit is completed, will

be totaled and compared againsr estimates which were prepared at the beginning
of the job from a standard bil Oi materials list

DIGITAL CORPO MAYNARD,
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9. Cost Journals

Since there are some expenses which do not adapt themselves readily to a

direct charge for each departmeni but are based upon payroll, square footage,
number of employees, etc., the cost journal is a necessity to compute the true
amounts to be charged to each cost center for such things as, social security
taxes, group insurance, vacations and holidays, workmen's compensation
insurance, electricity, fuel, water, rent and amortization of lease hold improve-
ments, local taxes, and several other items. Bases to be used for these distributions

are not difficult to compute and no attempt has been made here to assign these

values.

8

10. Project manager reports

Since the ultimate goal of this system is to report to our project managers,
the expenses which they are occurring for their operation in order that they may

keep their costs in line with present and expected volume, we plan to send to

each project manager each month a useablebalance sheet, profit and loss, and

cost center overhead resort. Interest charges to the project from DEC will be

shown as will the current total investment in the project todate with computations
of return on investment and other meaningful data. It is not my intention to

generalize on discussing the value of these reports as | fully expect that they will

form the backbone of our budgeting and forecasting.

11. Machine methoas

We have investigated the ity of handling direct labor, raw material

and overhead cost through our me cnine room and find this is entirely feasible

but on a restricted basis with our present equipment. We have speeded up our

sorter and 402 tabulator very considerably which will give us some strength, but

in order to do the full job, more equipment is a must. It is hoped that by using

our computer and magnetic tape, that these processes will be significantly speeded

up. In particular, refer to estadlishing the standard cost at the inception of the

order, maintaining raw material and finished goods inventories and processing

the raw materials requisitions to production, and production overhead absorption.

We are at the present time handling direct labor reports by product and by

operation and will short y instaii Payroll Accounting to be followed by Accounts

Payable, raw material requisitions and cost center overhead expense reports.

Many cash flow requirements will be met from the machine center and we plan

to make cash forecasting a regular computer programmed operation.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD,
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SUMMARY

| am certain that some of these terms will require explanation but in the whole,
this system will provide us with current meaningful reports on an individual cost
center basis, a project manager basis, and a management basis, The entire system
has been designed from a standpoint of automatic generation of reports requiring
very little attention from the mechanics standpoint, thus giving management the
necessary time to analyze and interpret the results of operations. In effect, this
will put each cost center on a paying basis with management by exception being
the rule, making corrective action a much simpler process than at present.

If this concept is Ge zepica, melementation will be started at once and a

subsequent first month of dry - will be several months away. It is our intention
to prepare a definitive section each account number on the proposed new chart
of accounts which will in furs, various backups, flow charts, systems
diagrams, and additional personas: requirements. Suffice it to say, that the
accounting section is ready, willing and able to implement this system.

von #

<MAYNARD,DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION .
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DATE September 25, 1962
T Your note of FAA & Reneg. Business

TO Dave Denniston FROM Jim Burley

MEMORANDUM
INTEROFFICE

Learned from Renegotiation Board that the following agencies &
Departments are renegotiable;

Department of Defense
Department of Army
Department of Navy
Department of Air Force
Maritime Administration and Federal Maritime Comm.
G.S.A.
NASA
Atomic Energy Commission

Therefore, it appears that FAA is not renegotiable. Ths also
leaves State Dept., Health Education & Welfare, Dept. of Labor,
Treasury Dept. and some other thin pickins. Will try to confirm
above by getting copy of law. Do you want copy?

Regards,

Jim

TAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION = MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DATE: SEPTEMBER 24, 1962

SUBJECT? REPAIR OF RETURNED MODULES

TOs FROM: JIM CUDMORE

THE FOLLOWING 1S A LIST OF MODULES RETURNED FOR REPAIR OURING THE WEEK OF SEPT. 17

UNIT SERIAL NO. CUSTOMER DEFECT

1103 20255 8 2N393 OPEN

103 0034256 H UNKNOWN NONE

8163 0042177 H UNKNOWN 2N303 TRANSISTOR OPEN

1201 24643 D R.C.A, OLD CIRCUIT 010 NOT INCLUDE
BIAS BATTERY -- MARGINAL OPERATION,

1201 24297 G R.C.A, REPLACED Oo! s WITH 664'S

14 02762 D 1.7.7. NONE

1540 046580 NONE

1540 66389 1.7.7. NONE

14 02785 D 1.7.7. NONE

1540 0009601 D NONE

1542.4 68233 A b.T.T. NONE

1607 0016256 8 UNKNOWN NONE

1607 0019968 B ADX 6 OPEN TRANSISTOR MD 95

1607 0034703 8 UREKNOWN NONE

1607 0017381 B UNKNOWN NONE

1669 60173 C. DEG LA 2" ETCH BURNED OFF

4" ETCH BURNED OFF

2Nz099

1684 72848 8 1.7.7. NONE

T.T

1669 36968 A 6.8. &N. (1} MISSING TRANS, (1)PHILCO 2N224
260-6049

1682 Sisvi a DEC~CALIF TRANS. REPLACED-2NI BOI REP. BY



REPAIR OF RETURNED MODULES (CONT.

SERIAL NO.

1703 96266 A

57I27 A

0046519 8

0045513 8

43889 B

0014635 8

03445 8

06193 6

92271 8

0014664 8

0040126 8

0014638 B

44623 8

1972 0024696 8

003755 8

0014642 8

972 0014634 B

83070 €

0046354

0049451 B

9043619

34114B

0020304

CUSTOMER

!.T.T,

OEC-CALIF

ADK 6

UAIKNOWN

UNKNOWN

ADA 6

ORC~CAL SF

ADAMS

ADK 7

UNKNOWN

DEC@CALIF

ADAMS ASSOC.

OEFECTUNIT

(1) MISSING At ELECT, MISSING CAP,
(1) 1N270 SHORTED & OPEN DIODES(1)I2 SHORTED & OPEN DIODES

SHORTED CIRCUIT MISSING CAP.

(2]MD114 TRANSISTORS SHORTED

TRANS. 2M1065 ~ HIGH 1CBO

MDEIE HIGH LEAKAGE

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

MDI14 TRANSISTOR HIGH-LEAKAGE 1 CBO

13
1972 ADX 7

1972 ADX 7

1972 ADAMS ASOC

17 ADX 3

1972

1972

1972 ADX 6

1972 ADX 7

NONE1972 ADX 6

MDII4 TRANSISTOR-HIGH ICBO
(1 }MISSING MDII4 TRANSISTOR

17 ADAMS

MDII4 TRANSISTOR-HIGH 1 C80

MOLI4 TRANS!ISTOR-HIGH 1 CHO

MOLI4 TRANSISTOR-HIGH 1 CBO

MDI14 TRANSISTOR-HIGH ICBO

NONE

17
1972

4073

OPEN BeE (2)261204
{2)2N) 204 HIGH LEASAGE

{1 )2N2099 TRANS. GPEN BASE TO

EMITTER (1}2N2099 TRANS, SHORTED19°73

OPEN CAPAC! TOR1976

NO TROUBLE1976

AMPHENOL PILUG REPLACED ~ BROKEN
LOCATING PIN1978



RUZ ALR OY RETURNED MODULES (coe.

UNIT SERIAL NO,

65508 €

4106 636469 F

4203 9O29812 D

&EOY 002E730

4203 W297e9 OB

4203 0

4264 0045017 8

4213 $2007 0

4213 0

42a 76640 6}

> ht

410

A Oh 35 MOLES Pi 4

CUSTOMER

MNKMOW

OLE

REE CLIY

Cec.CALIF

DECCALE

GLE

DEC CAL PE

BEE CAR LP

a

DEFECT

AHI IOS OPEN TRAMLISTOR

CRE. MONT PEAT Ogee f2) TRAST,
CHAEPoy 2 10 300} fee

SAME AS ABO

AME AN ARLYN

AS EN'E,
TON GRORTIED

Rae

HOKE

eer

REE WARS GTO 2 LEBKY

4108

wae

2 K!

DEC

2

43u'

HOE

Ss oh PAPEROs

AY ROOM TEMP. 450) AT 9B%C, mete OF NIFECT Vass BOR MORE Sot dF "OPER

TUG WILL GREATLY HAMPER OUR RECORD MEER1 :



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT DECUS Meeting with Ed Fredkins & Dick Hayes, Sept, 19th,
FROM Gordon Bel

DATE September 24, 1962

TO H, Anderson
B, Gurley
B, Beckman
J. Koudela
D, Morse
M, Graetz
E, Newman
S. Moore

We discussed the role of DECUS/DEC in program distribution and writing, etc.
The feeling was that user programs should go through the following procedures :

1) TAPES and TAPE WRITE-UPS (ON FLEXOTAPE) would be submitted to the DECUS
Prog. Committee,

of their existence and simul taneously pass the information on to the DECUS library,
2) The Program Committee might discard them, but would then tify DECUSCOPE

3) Any user could request a tape, and would receive it copi ed from the library tape,
Until a tape was certified, a form for certifying the tape would be sent with all
new tapes. When the tape was used suffi cientl y and enough certification forms had

been received by the Program Committee the tape would be certified, The DECUS
cer tified and un=certified),brary would publ is h a quarterl y ist of tapes

PROCEDURES:
In order to assure uniformity the fol lowing manual would have to be written:

1. Description of Process
2. Rules for Tape Write-up
3. Rules for Tape Label ing
4, Certification Process

LIBRARIAN FUNCTIONS:
1.. File incoming tapes (and place on master mag tape).
2.. Duplicate tape write-ups for user requestes.
3. Duplicate tapes for user requests.
4,. Evaluate individual user performance

a. Number of tapes to library
b, Number of tapes requested from library.

5. Keep track of modifications to all tapes and write-ups.
Ce Activity regarding certification

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



@ DEC'S PARTICIPATION:

1, Provide Space
2. Provide tape duplicating facility,
3. Provide tape write-up duplicating facility.
4, Mail outgoing tapes,
5, Submit DEC Standard Library Tapes.to DECUS Library for comment and certification.
6. Process & route incoming correspondence,
7. Provide programming assistance initially to get tape duplicating facility onto

magnetic tape,

The DECUS programming group would like a letter from DEC giving our policy on the above
DEC participation.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE September 21, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Myers FROM Jack Smith
cc 8. Anderson

System Number 9000-5128, which is a basic computer, is
currently undergoing construction. Due to a lack of customer
order, modules have not been ordered for this system. At a

meeting yesterday, Harlan Anderson felt that we should go ahead

and insert modules and put the machine into Checkout. The system
will be ready to accept modules on October 1, 1962. Will modules
be available at this time? Modules should be charged to the
above 9000 number.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE September 21, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT ESTIMATED COST OF PROPOGAL "PACKAGING"
TO Rick Mazzarese FROM Jack Atwood
CCCs K. BH. Olsen

a B&B. Anderson
8. C. Olsen

It looks like $200.00 to package 25 copies of a proposal with the
specifications listed below. This figure includes the proratedcost for 25 sets of preprinted covers, 25 sets of a five-page
preprinted summary of company capabilities and 550 sheets of
preprinted proposal paper. We assumed that we would design and
preprint 500 sets of covers and write and preprint 500 sets of
summary sheets,

Proposal Specifications
Bditorial assistance 8 hrs. +

Imprint 25 sets of proposal covers.
Type 15 pages of new text material and print

25 copies one side only.
fake four equipment photographs and print as

single-page half-tone illustrations.
Draw three diagrams and print as single-pageline illustrations.
Collate together with the five-page preprinted

summary of capabilities.
Punch and plastic bind.
Covers to be printed in blue and black on a

good grade of coated cover stock.
Text and illustrations to be printed in black

on standard proposal form preprinted in blue.

fhe production time for this type of package should be eight
working days, pay be five working days, and gan be two working days.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



CURRENT ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT AND FIELD SERVICE NUMBERS

FROM: Richard L. Best DATE: September 19, 1962

EN 1000 General Engineering
EN 1010 5 MC System Modules
EN 1011 500 KC System Modules
EN 1012
EN

Non=Compatible Low Speed B. B.
1013 Current Drivers (vacuum tube)

EN 1014 Digital-to-Analog Converter
EN 1015
EN 1016

Typewriter
Core Memory Development

EN 1017 Signal Converters
EN 1018 Memory Tester Development
EN 1019 Modules Sales
EN 1020 PDP-] Development
EN 1021 Core Handler
EN 1022
EN 1023

Power Supplies
Mounting Panels

EN 1024 Paper Tape Reader
EN 1025 Paper Tape Punch
EN 1026 Magnetic Tape Equipment
EN 1027 Large Tube Display
EN 1029 10 MC System Modules
EN 1030 Educational Building Blocks
EN 1031 Computer Development
EN 1032 Utility Programming, PDP-1
EN 1033 Sales Programming, PDP-]
EN 1034 PDP=1 Sales
EN 1036 Light Pen Development
EN 1037 Core Tester and Memory Tester Sales
EN 1038 Special System Sales
EN 1039 Solid State Current Drivers
EN 1040 Drum Circuit Development
EN 1041 Drum System Development
EN 1042 Current Driver Power Supply 766
EN 1043 VHF Building Blocks
EN 1044 Analog-to-Digital Converter
EN 1045 Digital Average Response Computer
EN 1046 Punched Card Equipment for PDP-]
EN 1047 PDP~1 Prototype Operation (BG)
EN 1048 Test Equipment Headquarters (RH)
EN 1049 Engineering Stockroom
EN 1050 Data Phone

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION -



Page -2 -

EN 1056 PDP-1C-1 Field Service (ITEK) (AB)
EN 1057 Core Tester Development
EN 1058 Anelex Development
EN 1059 Field Service PDP-1C-2 (ITT)
EN 1060 Field Service PDP-1C-5 (MIT)
EN 1061 Field Service PDP-1C-6 (CRC)
EN 1062 PDP-4-1 Operation
EN 1063 1569 Development
EN 1064 Display 31 Development
EN 1066 Field Service PDP~1C-7 (BBN CAL)
EN 1067 Information International (Ed Fredkin)
EN 1068 Burroughs Card Reader
EN 1069 PDP-] Computer Administration
EN 1070 Tape Field Service PDP-1C-2 (ITT)
EN 107] Tape Field Service PDP-1C-7 (BBN CAL)
EN 1072 Standards
EN 1073 Quality Control
EN 1074 Memory Tester Field Service
EN 1075 Core Tester Field Service
EN 1076 Memory Exerciser Field Service
EN 1077 Misc. Special System Field Service

EN 1080 Tape Service PDP-1C-8 (ITT Prod #1)
EN 1081 Field Service PDP-1C-9 (Geo Tech)
EN 1082 Tape Service PDP-1C-9 (Geo Tech)
EN 1083 Field Service PDP-1C-9 (JPL)
EN 1084 Tape Field Service PDP-1C-13 (JPL)
EN 1085 Computer Field Service Equipment
EN 1086 Telex Printer (BS)
EN 1087 Relay and Switch Investigation
EN 1088 Module Packaging for Shipment
EN 1089 Line Unit Tester (GB)
EN 1090 4203 Development
EN 1091 4204 Development
EN 1092 10 MC Laboratory Modules
EN 1093 5 MC Laboratory Modules
EN 1094 500 KC Laboratory Modules
EN 1095 PDP~4 Sales

EN 1099 Field Service, General
EN 1100 Power Controls

EN 1051 Classroom Modules
EN 1052 Memory Stack Assembl
EN 1053 Computer Cabinet
EN 1054 PDP-1B Field Service (BBN) (Replaces EN 2032)
EN 1055 PDP-1 Production Test Equipment

EN 1078 ITT Prototype Rework
EN 1079 Field Service PDP-1C-8 (ITT Prod #1)

EN 1096 PDP-4 Programming
EN 1097 Modules Construction Development
EN 1098 Module Test Development

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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EN 1102 Field Service PDP-1C-3 (CRC)

EN 1105 Field Service PDP-1C-17 Mag Tape (SRL)
EN 1106 Field Service PDP-1C-4 (CRC)
EN 1107 Field Service PDP-1C-4 Mag Tape (CRC)
EN 1108 Field Service PDP-1C-18 ADX-4 (ITT)
EN 1109 Field Service PDP-1C-18 ADX-4 Mag Tape(ITT)
EN 1110 Field Service PDP-1C-15 (Beckman)
EN 1111 Field Service PDP-1C-12 (LRL)
EN 1112 Field Service PDP-1C-12 Mag Tape (LRL)
EN 1113 Field Service PDP-1C-16 (Beckman)
EN 1114 Field Service PDP-1B Mag Tape (BBN)
EN 1115 Memory Buffer 2009 Repair (FAA)
EN 1116 Memory Tester Field Module
EN 1117 Field Service PDP-1C-19 ADX-5 (ITT)
EN 1118 Field Service PDP-1C-19 ADX-5 Mag Tape (ITT)
EN 1119 Field Service PDP-4-2 (Foxboro)
EN 1120 Field Service PDP-1C- 10 ADX~2 (ITT)
EN 112] Field Service PDP-1C-10 ADX-2 Mag T,pe (ITT)
EN 1122 3 KC Power System Development
EN 1123 Core Tester 2114 Development
EN 1124 Field Service BBN Drum

EN 1127 Current Calibrator Development
EN 1128 PDP-1 Checkout Training
EN 1129 Character Generator Development
EN 1130 1521 Development
EN 113] Anelex Prototype Construction
EN 1132 ADX Systems Administration
EN 1133 PDP=4 Systems Administration

* EN 1134 PDP-4 Flexowriter Prototype
* EN 1135 Display 30-D Prototype (PDP-4)
* EN 1136 Link Tape Unit
* EN 1137 Type 56 Tape Control Development

Supercedes Memo Dated July 20, 1962

* Indicates New Numbers Added

EN 1103 Field Service PDP-1C-3 Mag Tape (CRC)
EN 1104 Field Service PDP-1C-17 (SRL)

EN 1125 Field Service MIT Drum
EN 1126 Field Service PDP-IC 26 (MIT #2)

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE September 19th, 1962

TO arlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

Gordon Bell
Dick Best
Ben Gurley
Dit Morse
Stan Olsen

| received a call from Mr. Glover of Autonetics Industrial Division
office in Brookline, his phone number is REgent 4-2610.

Next Monday, September 24th at 9 a.m. until about 4:30 p.m., they
are having a session at the Charter House Motel in Chestnut Hill on the Sparks

System. This is a program written by the Inertial Guidance Division of Autonetics
which uses the Recomp 2 to do circuit design and evaluation. They have been

suspect that their motivation is to sell Recomp computers to our superiors. The

man giving the talk is Mr. C. T. Klinner who is one of the designers of the

using this for ber of years and now have released it to Recomp users. l

program.

lf anyone wants to go, we should call Mr. Glover immediately because

they have limited space and it is going to be on a first come, first serve basis.

Kenneth H. Olsen

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



MEMO: DATE: September 19, 1962

TOs Ken Olsen FROM: R. Mills

H. Anderson
S. Olsen
G. O'Dea
B. Beckman
H. Crouse

Last night | received a call from Ken Larsen who wes proposing that they be issued

a block of Purchase Orders to be held in the Los Angeles Office for Issuance for

emergency parts for maintenance use. His reasons for doing so seemed quite logical

in that they are apporently foced with taking money from Petty Cash to purchase

parts for emergency service on our equipment to a limit of about $250. for any one

service call. We had considered opening charge accounts for them with the various

suppliers, but find that the parts which they may require are not always avalloble

from all of the suppliers, which necessitates taking money from the Petty Cash and

going further.

1 would recommend that we Issue a block of Purchase Orders to the West Coast

Office with a notation on the front " Not Valld Over $250." and that Ted and

Ken be authorized to sign. | believe we should check Jack Barnard for any legal

Implications by restricting the face of the Purchase Order,

Ken also mentioned as a follow up to Ted Johnson's memo of September 10th,

regarding putting the company name on local Petty Cash checks which could be

signed by elther Ted or Ken. This would involve opening a separate account on

the West Coast, with proper authorization of the Board, and the filing of the nece

essary forms with the West Coast Bank. 1 can see no real objections to this from

an accounting point of view.



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

September 18, 1962
DATE

Test Equipment PlanningSUBJECT

8. Olsen
R, Beckman J. Fadiman
G. Bell B. Gurley
R. Best N. MazzareseJ. Burley, DCO Re Savell

Ken Olsen CommittTest EquipmentTO ee
H. Anderson FROM

D. Denniston, NYO
T. Johnson, WCO

The growth of our company makes it increasinglydifficult for the test equipment committee to predict
needs for test equipment from its own knowledge of the
plans of the various departments. We feel it would help
us to be sure that test equipment will be available for
use in your department if you could make an estimate of
your test equipment needs over the coming year. This can
be in whatever form the information is closest to you,
but naturally it will be easiest for us if you can be
specific.

We would like your estimate not only on standard
items such as type 543 or 545 oscilloscopes, current probes,
and meters, but also on any unusual needs you can predict.It often happens that a special instrument can perform
different functions for several different people, and we
can only make an intelligent selection if we know the full
range of your requirements.

Take the opportunity to tell us anything that's on
your mind about the test equipment situation in general,
while you are at it. Send your memo to Russ Deane, who
woulc appreciate receiving it before October 9, the date
of our next meeting.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Ken Olsen FROM Win Hindle

_Herlan Anderson
Dick Best
Ben Gurley
Dick Mills
George O'Dea
Stan Olsen
Maynard Sandler

DATE
September 18th, 1962

Because of the confidential nature of Works Committee meeting
minutes we shall not distribute copies to all participants. The minutes will
be kept in Dick Best's office and my office for your reference.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DECINTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 1

SUBJECT: PDP-1 Prototype and PDP-1C DATE: Se

TO: PDP-1 Distribution List FROM: Bob BeckmanComputer Users

The following procedures have been established for the schedulingof the PDP-1 Prototype and the PDP-1C:
1. Until further notice the Prototype and the PDP-1C willbe scheduled on a weekly basis. Schedules for thefollowing week will be published on Friday afternoons.A copy of the schedule will be posted on the ComputerRoom bulletin board. This posted copy is for infor-mation only, and "write-in" scheduling must be in-cluded on the master schedule to be valid. The maaterschedule will be retained and updated by CustomerRelations.

It 1s anticipated that scheduling may eventually be ona daily basis.
O Requests for computer time must be submitted on theestablished form. A copy of this form is attached

and additional copies are available from Sandy Moorein the Computer Room. It is importent that all
pertinent information on the form be included, In easesof conflict the information on the form may determine
which user has priority. DEC employees requesting timefor customers or potential customers should make the
requests in their own name with eppropriate comments.

Unless specifically requested, no confirmation of time
assigned will be made other than the published schedules.
Individual confirmation of time must be justified in the
"comments" section of the ferm, Telephone number (or
DEC extension number) should be included even though no
specifin confirmation 1s requested.
Requests for computer time must be submitted to Sandy
Moore in the Computer Room by 9:00 A.M. on the Friday
preceding the week involved. Requests may be submitted
ag far in advance as desired, but actual schedules will
be established on a week by week basis. A separate
request form must be used for each calender week (i.e.
a request for time on a Tuesday of one week should not
be included on the same form with a request for time
on Thursday of the following week).

Scheduling ptember 18, 1952



2

3. Contact Sandy Moore on Extension 362 for changes or
additions to published schedules. Such changes and
additions must be kept to a minimum and will be on a"first come, first serve" basis.

4, Computer users are invited and encouraged to make time
swaps and other arrangements with other users on an
individual basis. Questions that cannot be resolved by
the master schedule will be referred to Bob Beckman.

Every effort will be made to satisfy everyone. However, to
paraphrase a bit, "You can satisfy some of the people all of the
time, etc." The intention 1s to provide adequate, efficient use
of the PDP-1 Prototype and the PDP-1C.



é DATE SEPTEMBER 17, 1962

SUBJECT REPAIR OF RETURNED MODULES

TO Harlan Cnet FROM CUDMORE

THE FOLLOWING 7S A LIST OF MODULES RETURNED FOR REPAIR DURING THE WEEK OF SEPT, 10

UNIT SERIAL NO. CUSTOMER DEFECT

1103 001S882 G ADX6 Qt OPEN, D 4 OPEN

1103 0019232 G ADXS 6 SHORTED

1103 0018943 ADXS NONE

1t03 00! 8368 G ADX6 Q 6 SHORTED

1104 50019 0 §.T.T. 2 LEAKAGE TOO HIGH

1104 62760 8 DEC-CALIF. NONE

beat 06607 0 1.7.7. LEAKAGE TOO HIGH

e itis 76205 1.7.7. LEAKAGE TOO HIGH

1150 66636 8 {.7.T. FAILED RISE TTT(TOO Stow)

41899 t.7.T. NONE

41902 € 1.7.7. NONE

120 0032777 P EXCESSIVE Ig
120! 0032636 P DEC EXCESSIVE ICBO

$201 54929 P BEN FIELO SERVICE EXCESSIVE I cBO

$204 70347 8 1.7.7. NONE.

1204 9836 8 1.7.7. NONE

10 74921 8 i.T.T. NONE

1204-B '73522 8 1.7.7. NONE

1209 01697 K i.7.T. NONE

1209 0016095 K 1.7.7. NONE

@ 1209 0019237 ADX6 NONE

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

a

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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REPAIR OF RETURNED MODULES (CONT. )

1310 € L.T.T. NONE

64011 0 NONE

28198 DEC FAILED RISE TTT

28078 DEC NONE

28092 € FAILED RISE TTT

28079 € NONE

28203 € DEC NONE

28083 Q 6 OPEN EMITTER TO COLLECTOR

28200 € Q 4 MISSING

28195 DEC NONE

77417 8 1.T.T. NONE6 777418

777308 NONE

70822 8 OPEN

6008745 8 1.7.7. TRANS. SHORTED

0009994 B TRANS, SHORTED

06191 8 TRANS, SHORTED

31528 A TRANS. BACKWARD

91905 1.T.T. EXCESSIVE LEAKAGE

0008405 NONE

1976 73863 1.T.T. 7 OPEN

0089! 1.7.7. NONE

0034631 8 6 SHORTED

SERIAL NO, DEFECTUNIT CUSTOMER

HIGH SATURATION VOLTAGE10 94206 K 1.T.T.

1546 DEC

1346

14
1546 DEC

1546 DEC

1846

1546 DEC

1546 DEC

1846

1607

1607 T.T.

1607 DEC-CALIF.

1972

1972

1972 T.T.

1972 1.7.T.

1973

1973

17 1.1.7.

1976

1982 DEC~CALIF.

Q5 4Q 1! SHORTED1982 0034632 8 DEC-CALIF.

0022571 A4102 1.7.T. NONE

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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REPAIR OF RETURNED MODULES (CONT.)

UNIT SERIAL NO. CUSTOMER DEFECT

4106 84467 F 1.7.7. NONE

4110 78192 1.7.7. Q | LEAKAGE TOO HIGH

4112 81317 A 1.7.7. NONE

4113 0015395 A i.T.T. Q3 &Q 4 SHORTED Q 6 HIGH LEAKAGE

413 0010576 A 4.7.7. Q 3 SHORTED

4113 0014857 A 1.T.T. Q 2 & Q 6 SHORTED

4201 33509 K OBSOLETE TRANSISTORS REPLACE (2n4i2)

4213 69247 E 1.7.7. NONE

4213 95970 1.7.7. NONE

4214 001772 1.7.7, NONE

4214 93692 6 1.7.7. NONE

4214 0008723 1.7.7, NONE.

4214 93690 8 1.7.7. NONE

4301 63537 E 1.7.7. NONE

4603 0010893 D 1.7.7. NONE

4603 0025124 D 1.7.7. NONE

4603 80617 1.T.T. BROKEN CIRCUIT

OF A TOTAL OF 64 MODULES RETURNED, 32 HAD NO DISCERNIBLE DEFECTS. THESE MODULES WERE TESTED

AT ROOM TEMP, AND AT SSC. MANY OF THE DEFECT TAGS WERE INCOMPLETE AND THIS LACK OF INFORMA

TION WILL GREATLY HAMPER OUR RECORD KEEPING,

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



September 14, 1962
General PDP-4 Information

Computer Sales Personnel George Rice

Below is a list of the current options for the PDP-4
computer.

Paper Tape Punch and Control Type 75

Printer-Keyboard and Control Type 65

Real Time Option Type 25

Visual 16 in. CRT Display Type 30D

Magnetic Tape Transport Type 50

Magnetic Tape Control Type 54

Line Printer and Control Type 62

Card Reader and Control Type 40-200

Card Punch Control Type 40-523

At present there are two DEC PDP-4's. One is at Maynard
and has all of the above options. The second machine is at
the DEC office in Los Angeles, and has the Type 75, Type 65,
Type 25, Type 30D, and Type 54 options. A third machine,
in aGdition to the two already sold, is being built for stock.
This machine will be used at some of the Trade Shows during
the month of October and will probably be sent to Massachusetts
General Hospital later in November.

In addition to the above options DEC has proposed to
build the following for use in Process Control Applications.

The drum system under consideration and proposed to
Foxboro Company for Process Control is specified in the
memo, Block Transfer Drum System Specifications. This system
operates on a serial transfer basis in 256 word blocks, and

requires the Real Time Option. The present state of this
system is in the proposal form. Computation and drum transfers
are concurrent. The prices for this drum are as follows:
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16K word capacity $ 31,600

32K word capacity 36,300

65K word capacity 43,400

Extended Memory - DEC has also proposed an expanded PDP-4
core memory Type 16 described in Permanent Memorandum M-1154.
This unit will replace the present physical 4096 word core
and 4096 word core memory modules will be placed in additional
connected bays of the PDP-4.

Extended Arithmetic Control Unit - The proposed extended
arithmetic control unit is in a very general form. The
Arithmetic Control Unit (ACU) attaches to the PDP-4 and allows
arithmetic operations to be performed faster. The ACU serves
as an extension to the Accumulator (AC) and consists of control,
a Multiplier-Quotient register (MQ), and a step counting
register. The commands which will be available are:

1. Arithmetic Shift ~ right/left AC and MQ

2. Multiply/Divide - 34 bit variable length

3. Normalize

4. Load Step Counter from AC - specify shifts or length
of Multiply/Divide

5. Read Step Counter into AC

6. Load MQ from AC

7. Read MQ into AC

The time required for the above operations will vary.
The maximum time required to obtain a signed 36 bit product
would be approximately 25 memory cycles or 200 microseconds.
The price for the ACU will certainly be less than $15,000
and will more than likely be less than $10,000. At this time
an exact specification of the ACU does not exist, although
the general method is known. The chief variable in the
design is whether or not to provide programmed or hardware

sign control.

Following is a variety of information which should be
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helpful in the marketing of the PDP-4.

The programs which we currently intend to supply with
a computer plus 'their features are listed below.

1. Macro - 4 Assembly Program - This program is a one
pass assembler. It allows mnemonic symbols to be used for
addresses and instructions. Constants are automatically
assigned. Text statements may be written for printing at
run time, and a decimal mode may be specified. Up to 6
character symbols may be used, and the symbol table may be
punched on paper tape for use with the DDT program.

2. DDT - 4 DEC Debugging Tape - This program provides
communication with a program via the on-line typewriter.
Registers may be examined (using nmemonic codes) and modified, .

communication is entirely in symbolic language. Programs may
have break points inserted and then run under DDT control
(similar to tracing routine). A program may be searched for
particular words.

3. Double Precision Floating Point - This will provide
floating point arithmetic with a 36 bit mantissa and exponent.
These routines include +, t X, fix-to-float, and float-to-
fix, decimal input and output, single and double precision
fixed point X and . are also included in the package.

4. Maintenance Routines - There are five maintenance
routines. These tests are also used as DEC's standard
acceptance test routines.

a) Interminable Test - Verifies that all machine
functions are operating properly. Each in-
struction is tested, a core checkerboard
pattern is run, a message is typed and tape
is punched and read. The test will then
repeat itself.

b) Instruction Tests - These programs will test
all machine instruction under various modes.

ec) Checkerboard Program - Provides continuous
checkerboard memory testing with four different
patterns.

d) Reader and Punch Test - Checks the start time
of the reader, and provides check of the reader
using different patterns and variable times.

be
: :
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r The punch is tested by providing tapes for
the reader test.

e) Teleprinter Test - Provides for input and outputtest to be made on the printer-keyboard
teleprinter.

5. Tape Reproducer -

6. Punch Routines - These routines allow for punching
tape in either block format or read-in mode format.

7. Octal Debug - Simple debugging routine.

8. Miscellaneous input/output Routines - These routines
allow octal, decimal, double precision input and output,also
special teletype conversion routines.

9. Demonstration Programs -

a) Display Minskytron

@ b) Pen Follow

c) Character Display

a) Character Punch

10. Floating Point Functions (not completed) - This
program will allow various functions to be computed such as -

double precision sine, cosine, tangent, exponents, log base e
and square root.

11. Algebraic Compiler (not completed, This compiler
is now being specified and should be of the Fortran Type.
The expected date of completion is sometime late spring 1963).

Purchase of a PDP-4 will enable customers to become
members of the DEC Users Group known as DECUS. DECUS is an
active users group whose aim is to facilitate the interchange
of information on items of mutual interest to users of PDP-1,
PDP-4, and their peripheral equipment. DECUSCOPE is a monthly
technical bulletin which attempts to implement the goals and

objectives of DECUS, by keeping ""in-touch" with members.

The reader-punch cabinet as shown in the recent pictures
of the PDP~4 can easily be separated. With the removal of
the top part of the cabinet and the installation of rubber

AL =QUIPMENT
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feet then a reader only cabinet is available.
The PDP-4 prototype has about 1000 hours on it without

a mainframe failure.
The ambient temperature range of the PDP-4 is between

50°F and 105°F. 'The computer has been run at temperatures
considerably higher than 105, but the long term reliability
at higher temperatures is unknown so at this time is not
recommended.

There is an eleven instruction loader program which is
inserted using the console switches. This program is generally
left in memory and is used to read in program tapes.

The delivery time for a PDP-4 depends upon the date of
the received purchase order. At the present time we can
quote less than 3 months for delivery of a main frame. Most
of the standard options can be delivered at the same rate,
some of the more sophisticated options require more time.

The standard operating guarantee for a PDP-4 is as follows:
The equipment is warranted to be free from design and manu-

defects and to maintain the equipment in proper operating
condition during this period will be supplied free of charge.
DEC liability under this warranty is limited to these parts
and service and does not include any consequential damages.
The warranty does not cover damage to the equipment due to
service of the equipment by unauthorized personnel or due to
unusual physical or electrical stress. This warranty does
not cover systems outside continental United States, in this
case a special warranty will apply. An "on call" service
contract provision from the nearest DEC service area is
available after the normal warranty period.

facturing defects for a period of six (6) months following
delivery. Parts and service necessary to repair any such

Acceptance procedures for computer systems are generally
as follows: Acceptance testing and acceptance of the equipment
shall be at Maynard, Mass. Upon satisfactory completion of
the acceptance test by both parties the equipment will be

shipped to the buyer's sight and again tested for proper
operation. This date will be the invoice date and the
commencement of the six months guarantee described above.
The test shall consist of the standard DEC programs and pro-
cedures applicable to the specific equipment. Subject to
DEC approval the buyer may include special test procedures

and checking of any such special programs, and in no event
can the final acceptance of the system be delayed by
and programs. The buyer must bear all cost of preparation

: :
:
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nonavailability of such special programs. Final agreement
on test procedures and programs must be reached no later than
30 days before scheduled delivery date of the equipment.

5

There are programming and maintenance manuals available
for the PDP-4. There, also, is a one week maintenance
course offered at Maynard. This course is usually run the
first or second week of each month. A programming course,
is also proposed, but no details have been decided upon as
yet.



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE September 14, 1962

SUBJECT Pricing of Real Time Option, Meeting with Foxboro; Friday, Sept. 14, 1962

TO Kenneth Olsen FROM Gordon Bell
Harlan Anderson
Ben Gurley
Richard Mills

Today Arthur Hall and I discussed the $8,000 price of the Real Time Option with Foxboro.
They felt that its price was too high. Their investigation was started by Les Glickman, and
pushed by Saul Dinmen.

We Initially priced an additional box for their interface at $3,000. This included -6 volt
buffers and signal converters, etc. This was too expensive for them so they agreed to do the
buffering. We still have to provide a quote to them with the modified interface. The differ-
ence between the new and old interface is about + $100, making the cost $8, 10 to Foxboro.
Their cost analysis at our list prices was as follows:

Modules 3,573
3 mtg panel wiring (75 x 33) 2,500
(3 x 450) mtg. panel price 450

36,523

1 will quote a new price of $8, 10 to Foxboro for their proposed Foxboro Real Time Option.

We discussed the following topics:

1. DEC assisting Foxboro in the problems of signal transmission on long coaxial lines.

2. Give Foxboro overall! dimensions of our cabinetry so units in an installation are physically
similar.

3. Give Foxboro the specifications and vendor for our coaxial cables. We might also supply
them with our coaxial connector or tell them how to cast them.

Foxboro's line of module and systems components are becoming stabalized. Thelr sub-system
select modules are quite similar to ours In that codes for units are within the modules. Their
flip-flops now include capacitor-diede gating, and input mixing is done with these gates |

believe.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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September 14, 1962
General PDP-4 Information

Computer Sales Personnel George Rice

Below is a list of the current options for the PDP-4
computer.

Paper Tape Punch and Control Type 75

Printer-Keyboard and Control Type 65

Real Time Option Type 25

Visual 16 in. CRT Display Type 30D

Magnetic Tape Transport Type 50

Magnetic Tape Control Type 54

@ Line Printer and Control Type 62

Card Reader and Control Type 40-200

Card Punch Control Type 40-523

At present there are two DEC PDP-4's. One is at Maynard
and has all of the above options. The second machine is at
the DEC office in Los Angeles, and has the Type 75, Type 65,
Type 25, Type 30D, and Type 54 options. A third machine,
in addition to the two already sold, is being built for stock.
This machine will be used at some of the Trade Shows during
the month of October and will probably be sent to Massachusetts
General Hospital later in November.

In addition to the above options DEC has proposed to
build the following for use in Process Control Applications.

The drum system under consideration and proposed to
Foxboro Company for Process Control is specified in the
memo, Block Transfer Drum System Specifications. This system

system is in the propo form. Computation and drum transfers
are concurrent. The p..ces for this drum are as follows:

operates on a serial transfer basis an 256 word blocks, and

requires the Real Time Option The present state of this
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16K word capacity $ 31,600

32K word capacity 36,300

65K word capacity 43,400

Extended Memory - DEC has also proposed an expanded PDP-4
core memory Type 16 described in Permanent Memorandum M-1154.
This unit will replace the present physical 4096 word core
and 4096 word core memory modules will be placed in additional
connected bays of the PDP-4.

Extended Arithmetic Control Unit - The proposed extended
arithmetic control unit is in a very general form. The
Arithmetic Control Unit (ACU) attaches to the PDP-4 and allows
arithmetic operations to be performed faster. The ACU serves
as an extension to the Accumulator (AC) and consists of control,
a Multiplier-Quotient register (MQ), and a step counting
register. The commands which will be available are:

1. Arithmetic Shift - right/left AC and MQ

2. Multiply/Divide - 34 bit variable length

3. Normalize

4. Load Step Counter from AC - specify shifts or length
of Multiply/Divide

5. Read Step Counter into AC

6. Load MQ from AC

7. Read MQ into AC

The time required for the above operations will vary.
The maximum time required to obtain a signed 36 bit product
would be approximately 25 memory cycles or 200 microseconds.
The price for the ACU will certainly be less than $15,000
and will more than likely be less than $10,000. At this time
an exact specification of the ACU does not exist, although
the general method is known. The chief variable in the

. design is whether or not to provide programmed or hardware
sign control.

Following is a variety of information which should be

: :
: :

:



@ helpful in the marketing of the PDP-4.

The programs which we currently intend to supply with
a computer plus 'their features are listed below.

1. Macro - 4 Assembly Program - This program is a one
pass assembler. It allows mnemonic symbols to be used for
addresses and instructions. Constants are automatically
assigned. Text statements may be written for printing at
run time, and a decimal mode may be specified. Up to 6
character symbols may be used, and the symbol table may be
punched on paper tape for use with the DDT program.

2. DDT - 4 DEC Debugging Tape - This program provides
communication with a program via the on-line typewriter.
Registers may be examined (using nmemonic codes) and modified, -

communication is entirely in symbolic language. Programs may
have break points inserted and then run under DDT control
(similar to tracing routine). A program may be searched for
particular words.

3. Double Precision Floating Point - This will provide
floating point arithmetic with a 36 bit mantissa and exponent.

fixed point X and . are also included in the package.

These routines include +, - X, fix-to-float, and float-to
fix, decimal input and output, single and double precision

4. Maintenance Routines - There are five maintenance
routines. These tests are also used as DEC's standard
acceptance test routines.

a) Interminable Test - Verifies that all machine
functions are operating properly. Each in-
struction is tested, a core checkerboard
pattern is run, a message is typed and tape
is punched and read. The test will then
repeat itself.

b) Instruction Tests - These programs will test
all machine instruction under various modes.

c) Checkerboard Program - Provides continuous
checkerboard memory testing with four different
patterns.

of the reader, and provides check of the reader
using different patterns and variable times.

d) Reader and Punch Test Checks the start time

ve



The punch is tested by providing tapes for
the reader test.

e) Teleprinter Test - Provides for input and output
test to be made on the printer-keyboard
teleprinter.

5. Tape Reproducer -

6. Punch Routines - These routines allow for punching
tape in either block format or read-in mode format.

7. Octal Debug - Simple debugging routine.

8. Miscellaneous input/output Routines - These routines
allow octal, decimal, double precision input and output,also
special teletype conversion routines.

9. Demonstration Programs -

a) Display Minskytron

b) Pen Follow

c) Character Display

d) Character Punch

10. Floating Point Functions (not completed) - This
program will allow various functions to be computed such as -

double precision sine, cosine, tangent, exponents, log base e
and square root.

Algebraic Compiler (not completed, This compiler
is now being specified and should be of the Fortran Type.
The expected date of completion is sometime late spring 1963).

Purchase of a PDP-4 will enable customers to become
members of the DEC Users Group known as DECUS. DECUS is an
active users group whose aim is to facilitate the interchange
of information on items of mutual interest to users of PDP-1,
PDP-4, and their peripheral equipment. DECUSCOPE is a monthly
technical bulletin which attempts to implement the goals and

objectives of DECUS, by keeping "in-touch" with members.

The reader-punch cabinet as shown in the recent pictures
of the PDP-4 can easily be separated. With the removal of
the top part of the cabinet and the installation of rubber

:: :
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feet then a reader only cabinet is available.
The PDP-4 prototype has about 1000 hours on it without

a mainframe failure.
The ambient temperature range of the PDP-4 is between

50°F and 105°F. The computer has been run at temperatures
considerably higher than 105, but the long term reliability
at higher temperatures is unknown so at this time is not
recommended.

There is an eleven instruction loader program which is
inserted using the console switches. This program is generally
left in memory and is used to read in program tapes.

The delivery time for a PDP-4 depends upon the date of
the received purchase order. At the present time we can
quote less than 3 months for delivery of a main frame. Most
of the standard options can be delivered at the same rate,
some of the more sophisticated options require more time.

The standard operating guarantee for a PDP-4 is as follows:
The equipment is warranted to be free from design and manu-
facturing defects for a period of six (6) months following
delivery. Parts and service necessary to repair any such
defects and to maintain the equipment in proper operating
condition during this period will be supplied free of charge.
DEC liability under this warranty is limited to these parts
and service and does not include any consequential damages.
The warranty does not cover damage to the equipment due to
service of the equipment by unauthorized personnel or due to
unusual physical or electrical stress. This warranty does
not cover systems outside continental United States, in this
case a special warranty will apply. An "on call" service
contract provision from the nearest DEC service area is
available after the normal warranty period.

Acceptance procedures for computer systems are generally
as follows: Acceptance testing and acceptance of the equipment
shall be at Maynard, Mass. Upon satisfactory completion of
the acceptance test by both parties the equipment will be

shipped to the buyer's sight and again tested for proper
operation. This date will be the invoice date and the
commencement of the six months guarantee described above.
The test shall consist of the standard DEC programs and pro-
cedures applicable to the specific equipment. Subject to
DEC approval the buyer may inciude special test procedures
and programs. The buyer must bear all cost of preparation
and checking of any such special programs, and in no event
can the final acceptance of the system be delayed by
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nonavailability of such special programs. Final agreement
on test procedures and programs must be reached no later than
30 days before scheduled delivery date of the equipment.

There are programming and maintenance manuals available
for the PDP-4, There, also, is a one week maintenance
course offered at Maynard. This course is usually run the
first or second week of each month. A programming course,
is also proposed, but no details have been decided upon as
yet.



TO: HARLAN ANDERSON



SALES MEETING

Maynard, Massachusetts
September 14th, 1962

Stan started the meeting by mentioning that tie clips
and pins were in the process of being made and at the cost of
65 to 75 a piece. At this point drawing templates were brought
up again. Jim Burley had obtained a price in quantities on

templates, but it was generally agreed that we could have our
own die made to produce them much more economically.

Stan told us a little bit about both the WESCON and

Munich Shows. WESCON, he said, was somewhat discouraging at one

point due to a power failure, hut apparently after this was

rectified things turned out well. At the Munich Show problems

again developed, but the show in general was very good. One

point made was that there are cheaper modules available in Europe,
but that they are extremely hard for the engineer to work with.
The general feeling was the PDP-4 should be quite successful over

there. Stan also mentioned that it is quite possible we will have

an office in W. Germany, and that he was been talking with a Mr.

Hewie there.

Dick Best, Russ Doane and Barbera Stephenson entered

and other sales topics were put aside temporarily. Russ gave us

some good information on the VHF line, including some applications,
and then Barbera gave us a run down on recent thoughts in the

Page 1 of 4 pages



Analog-to-Digital/Digital-to-Analog Conversion line and some of
the things being done there. There was also quite a discussion
on what other companies were doing, which apparently isn't as

spectacular as one might expect, especially after reading their
literature. Finally Dick Best talked ahout some of the new

modules and current drivers. Dick also mentioned that we are

sending kits to our 52/62 customers to replace the original plastic
type dialectric variable capacitors with new air dialectric
variables, He also mentioned that the new models of the current
drivers will allow a selection of one of three preset levels
and there will be a new model of the current calibrator. These

will be models 53, 63, and 72 respectively.

The normal sales meeting adgenda resumed after lunch.
The first point brought up by Stan was that of the district
offices receiving orders and tax problems resulting with

respect to these orders. In peneral, we can eliminate the state
of Massachusetts tax on an order by recciving it at the district
offices, although it might he wise also to check into the state
laws where the district offices are located.

Jim Burley brought up the topic of advertising in

general and in particular in FEM. It was pointed out that

advertising in magazines has shown to be definitely unprofitable
and that we have a large mailing list which we haven't even

begun to use. Jack Atwood pointed out the fact that he can,

from the master mailing list, line up any number of prospective
customers by catagory.

Page 2 of 4 pages



Jack Atwood mentioned that the new catalog would be
ready on October Sth. The PDP-4 programming manual will be
ready on October 8th and that the PDP-1 maintenance manual will
be ready on October 20th.

Our fight with renegotiable business was again brought
up and ideas concerning where such business might come from were
solicited. It was brought out that the memory-buffers could
be one source of non-renegotiable contact if we were to
concentrate on the non-government schools. It was pointed out
that there is some question as to the advisability of continuing
training devices in general, specifically classroom modules.
It should be pointed out that some of our people did not even
know we made classroom modules in our standard symbology. Stan
also mentioned that we have refused to auote on 20 computers
to NASA because it is renegotiable, hut that we do want to
and have to sell computers.

Ken stepped in for a few minutes and brought to light
the fact that the drug companies might he a good prospect for
computer sales in light of recent events. There are apparently
two kinds of drug companies; those that research an item and

those that copy. We definitely, and naturally, are interested
in the research people. Stan also mentioned the use of a

computer as a hotel reservations and service system by using
a room telephone dial as an input device and a television set on

an unused channel as an output device. It was also brought up

that medical research seems to be playing a more and more

important part in our lives at DEC and that utility companies

Page 3 of 4 pages



9 might also be a good prospect. In general, it was said,
anyone that has to move something needs a computer.

Page 4 of 4 pases



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT PDP-4 Delivery
TO Ken Olsen FROM George Rice

Harlan Anderson,
Dick Best
Ben Gurley
Gordon Bell

DATE geptember 13, 1962

:

Today a letter was sent to Foxboro stating a five months
delivery from receipt of purchase order for a block trans-
fer drum system. The drum system quoted is the one described
dn Gordon Bell's letter dated Aug. 16 to Gardner Hendrie and
as amended in John Koudela's letter dated Sept. 11 to RoyFine.

A seven month figure was decided upon at a meeting
attended by Dick Best, Ben Gurley, Gordon Bell, and myself.
There are three major reasons for the seven month figure

6 1) It takes a minimum of three months to receive a
drum from Vermont Research.

2) This is the first time for a system of this nature
and it will necessitate some new circuit design.

3) At the present time there is a shortage ef personnel
to be assigned to the project.

Foxboro came back te us requesting a five months
figure, so at a meeting attended by the persons to whom
this memo is addressed, a five month figure was agreed upon.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 9/12/62
SUBJECT Boeing RFQ

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Ted Johnson

Regarding the interest of Les Hong in the PDP-1 in their
Flight Simulation Lab., Rush Drake Associates did play a role
in encouraging their interest and finding this prospect. At
one time, Oliver mentioned the possibility of Rush Drake Assoc-
iates financing purchase of such a machine. At the time, I
disregarded this statement but in view of the importance of
leasing the machine for these people, it might prove that this
would be a practical way for us to do this. Should Rush Drake
Associates be capable of providing a lease to Boeing, this would
give us the advantage of receiving cash, they would realize a
discount in the form of their finders fee and be able to provide
effective liason with Boeing on their PDP-1 installation. In
addition, they do have a computer technician who would be able
to be trained in the routine maintenance requirements having to
do with the input/output equipment and we could provide additional
back-up from this office.

I have not approached Oliver Judd on any aspect of this sale
since the RFQ and do not intend to involve him in this unless
necessary for some information collection, but we might consider
all of these possible alternatives for our module benefit. They
stand to gain in the module area and prestige as a result of this
sale.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DATE9/1h/62
@. O'DeaTODe Hills FROM Je Saith

RUBJECTs Outside Contract Expenditures (wiring)

During thia month I will receive ail orders

from wiring vendors, including Power Supplies. Thie tnavolves

a total expenditure of $19,962.00. Our inehouse capadllity
should eliminate the need fer outside sontract help in Oct.

and subsequent sonths.

ecg KuO
HEA

DAP 984



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

September 13, 1962DATE

Ken Olsen
H. Anderson "
8. Olsen

SUBJECT DECUS EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
Friday Noon (September 14)

TO FROM El@a Newman

The following items will be disposed of

1. The date of DECUS Annual Organization Meeting is set
for 10, 11 October at Hanscom Field - Lawrence
Radiation Lab will probably extend invitation for
next technical meeting. Mrs. Monk telephoned me for
details of host obligations.

2. Article by J. Sexton in August DECUSCOPE stimulated
action on DECUS (?) double precision arithmetic
routines. Mrs. Monk's letter of May 9 expressed

something. Mr. McQuillafr will come to meeting (at
my suggestion and with BEN's okay) to proxy for Bill
Fletcher. Gordon Bell and Dit Morse have also been
invited and will attend.

need for them. I repeatedly tried to get Roland
Silver, John K., Ed Fredkin, and Ben Gurley to do

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE September 13th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Harlan Anderson
Jack Atwood
Gordon Bel!

October 8th = 12th at the National institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland
there is going to be the 12th Annual Instrument Symposium and Research
Equipment Exhibit, Because of our new Interest in this medical work, it would
be very worthwhile If we could work In an exhibit here and have one of our
PDP computers. There Is a possibility that we might have our Mass General
Hospital PDP=4 computer with Analog Inputs all set for this time and we could
show It off here before we deliver It.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Aide
DATE September 13, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Potter Inctrument Co., Inc. Report
TO &, Olesen FROM 8, Crouse

8. Anderson
8. Olaen
B. Gurley

Blectronic news had the enclosed report in the September 10, 1962

edition,

my knowledge we had not given permission to Potter toe publish

this type of information,

e i Enclosure

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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strument Co., Inc, here has re-
ceived a $131,500 contract from
Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, m
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Digital Pact to Potter
. PLAINVIEW, N. Y.-Potter In-
strument Co., Inc., here has re-
ceived a $131,500 contract from
Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard,
Mass., for follow-on production. of
the Model M90611 digital magnetic
tape transport, according to a Pot-
ter official.
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM :

DATE September 12, 1962

SUBJECT Pinkerton Guard Service

TO K. Olsen FROM R. Mills
H. Anderson
G. O'Dea
L. Prentice

Attached you will find a copy of the Confirmation of Order from the Pinkerton
people verifying the conference we had with them regarding the guard schedule
and pay rates. It Is somewhat startling to find that the weekly service totals
out to 256 hours which at $2.35 per hour equals $601.60 per week. The total
cost on an annual basis ts approximately $31,000. plus holiday pay for nine (9)
days at $3.90 per hour.

Billing will be made once per month.

A certificate of insurance has been requested from them regarding liability
coverage on the guards and the statement was made that all of their guards were
bonded. A question was asked regarding union activities and Mr. O'Madigan

and 350 guards placed in so mony plants, this seems like a reasonable statement.
stated that they had no trouble with thelr union whatsoever. With one steward

We will have to pay for a Detex clock and keys for approximately $200., which
Is a one shot charge.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION > MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



CONFIRMATION OF ORDER
for

GUARD SERVICE

This is
NOT
a bill

@ . PINKERTON'S NATIONAL DETECTIVE AGENCY, INC.

Address: 136 Federal Street
Boston, Mass.

Telephone: Liberty 2-1751

To: Digital Equipment Corporation September 7, 1962Date:

146 Main Street - Bldg. 12
Maynard, Mass.

Attn: Mr. Richard Mills

SERVICE AUTHORIZED

Guards as indicated below will proceed with Security Manager,
Dennis T. O'Madigan to the Digital Equipment Corporation, Building 12,
146 Main Street, Maynard, Mass. and report to Mr. Richard Mills at
7:00 AM on September 10, 1962.

2 Guards - 7:00 AM to 3:00 PMMonda
2 Guards - 3:00 PM to 11:00 PM

thru Friday
1 Guard - 11:00 PM to 7:00 AM

1 Guard - 3:00 PM to 11:00 PM
1 Guard - 11:00 pM to 7:00 AM

1 Guard - 3:00 PM to 11:00 PM
1 Guard - 11:00 PM to 7:00 AM

Rate for each Guard assigned - $2.35 per hour.

7:00 AM to 3:00 PMSaturday 2 Guards

Sunday 1 Guard - 7:00 AM to 3:00 PM

Rate on Holidays for each Guard assigned - $3.90 per hour.

In addition, when indicated below, charges shall be made for:

Expenses, as follows: None

Travel time, as follows: None

Service ordered in addition to the above will be rendered under the same terms and conditions.

Bills payable upon presentation.
NATIONAL DETECTIVE AGENCY, INC.PIN RT

By
fi Manager

Form 71A-5M - 10-58 - Ptd. in U.S.A,
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DATE SEPTEMBER 10, 1962

SUBJECT REPAIR OF RETURNED MODULES

TO FROM JIM CUDMORE

THE FOLLOWING 1S A LIST OF MODULES RETURNED FOR REPAIR DURING THE WEEK OF SEPT. 3,.

SERIAL NO. CUSTOMER DEFECT

1103 79438 F 1.7.7. SHORTED TRANS!STOR

1103 03593 F 1.7.7, SHORTED TRANSISTOR AND SHORTED

87091 F 1.7.7. NONE

81882 F 1.7.7. NONE

1105 1.7.7. NONE

00166 E 7.7. NONE

1105 0I7864 E 1.7.7. NONE

4105 03354 i.T.T. NONE

99637 F 1.7.T, NONE

01144 G 1.7.7. NONE

4106 74803 F 1.7.7. NONE

4106 0010953 G 1.7.7. NONE

4106 70335 F i.T.T. NONE

4209 4 0015306 H 1.7.7. LEAKY TRANSISTOR(BROKE DOWN UNDER HEAT)

4209 0016780 H 1.T.T. NONE

4209 0016752 a .7.T. NONE

4209 97488 H 1.7.7. NONE

75540 H 1.7.7. NONE

@
006759 H 1.7.7. NONE

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

UNIT

1103

1103

0017!

1105

NONE

1105 o170 .7.T. ONE

4106

4106

4209

4209

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



@ REPAIR OF RETURNED MODULES(CONT.

SERIAL NO. DEFECT

95736 B NONE

002842IB L.T.T. NONE

B NONE

95737 B 1.7.7. NONE

95769 B 1.T.T. NOE

0073077 B 1.7.7. REPLACED ORIGINAL XTAL WHICH WAS

UNIT CUSTOMER

4216 1.7.T.

4216

4216 T.T.

4216

4216

407
KNOWN TO BE OUT OF TOLERANCE

4407 0012906 B 1.7.7. REPLACED TRANSFORMER FOR PULSE
WIDTH(TOO WIDE)

4407 0012907 B 1.7.7. NONE

OF A TOTAL OF 29 MODULES RETURNED, 23 HAD NO DISCERNABLE DEFECTS. THESE MODULES WERE TESTED

AT ROOM TEMP, AND AT 55 C. MANY OF THE DEFECT TAGS WERE INCOMPLETE AND THIS LACK OF INFORMA-

TION WILL GREATLY HAMPER OUR RECORD KEEPING.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



September 3, 1962

K. Claen Bob Lassen
8B. Anéersoa
8. Olsen
uN. Sandler
R. Milis

This is @ report of our findings end recommendations with respect
to the following group insurance problems

1. Cut off ox reduction of insurance age eligibility.
2e Tnolusion of private room coveraye under major medical,
3. Moxe efficient group insurance administration,

1. Age Cut Off Or Reduction - A complete elimination of
coveraje at an earlier age than retirement would be

There is also a strong possibility that a
cut back for exiating employees would be considered
fiecrimination by the State Insurance Department.

At first glance, aye reduction seems to make sense
however, I feel there are some Strong arguments
againet it. Most married men at age 50, 55 or
even 60 still have larye life {'nsurance obliyations
to their familics. Many people at this age etili
face the cost of college educations for their children
and there is also the strong possibility of a surviving
widow needing support for an additional 15 or 20 years,
There is also a moral obliyation to faithful long-term
employees who have worked hard to build Mp @ satisfactoryestate for their families' well being.
A survey of the area indicates that only General Radio
has incorporated an aye reduction provision in their

aye reduction in our plan would not be @ yooes recruit-
ing measure. Our present life rate has dropped to
39@ pex $1,000 from the initial 43 rate when the plan

insurance pl Since we are with
etc., for top people, an



Althouyh it is imperative that we watch this rate
very c&refully, John Hancock feels that we are many
years away from a high rate problem. In a@dition
our life claims are charged ajainst the case on a
"pooling foraula derived from our annual life
preniun. I therefore recommend that we do not
alter the aje provisions of our plan at thie time.
However, we mijht want to consider # xetirement
cyt off provision at a later date.

~ For some time
we have felt that people, who are either forced or
prefer to be hospitalized in a private room because
of the nature of their illness, are penalized because
our present plan (under Major Medical) does not provide
coveraye in excess of $20.00 per day. in May, the
John Hancock Company presented use with the following
rates for extendinj our major medical plan to inelude
private room coverages

vate R: era: o dicala.

Additiqne] Meath' y Cet Per Raplovee en* pepersent rit
2 $28 $320

$.i7 $.27 9.34

Dependent Unit §.29 $.46 $.58

At thet tims, we felt that this coverage should be
included under Major Medicel at no additional charge.
John Mancock feels quite strongly that the extension
of such ccveraye will encourage an increase in the
amount of private room elains and therefore will
result in some additional cost. Because cf this,
they are fairly adamant about increasing our
premium to compensate for such an inclusion how-
ever they have proposed ea lowex rate as followss

Addjtiona] Monthly Cost Peg Raployee and Dependent Unjt
$28
9.08 $.10

Depentent. Unit §.15 $.24 $.30



3.

=3~

Z feel thie ie fair and that their reasoning is sound.
Therefore, X recomend we re-write our plan to include
private room coveraye under Major Medical at the $28.00
per day charye. I also recommend that the companyabsorh the entire cost of this increase and that we
announce it to our employees as a newbenefit.
Groun Insurance Administration - We have discussed
oux present methods ef administering our group planwith both Bill Duane and Nr. Prank Di Yorio, John
Hancock Group Representative. They are well aware
of our cesire to streamline the paper work involved
and they are now working om this. Go far the proposal
they have presented to me ia unsetisfactory and I have
asked them to "think a little harder". Both Barbara
Charnock and I feel that we should never completelylet yo of insurance administration, Firet of all,
Barbara is our expert - she knows mcre about the plan
than any one else in the company. Our employees have
confidence in her and have been well served by her -

when most needed. This has been a tremen-
dows morale factor and has allowed her the opportunity
of much needed personal contact with many of cur employees.It also lets the employee know that the is taking
personal interest in them and their insurance plan.

For this reason, I strongly feel that overall
ance administration should remain in the Personnel Officg.
Workmen's Compensation (Liberty Mutual) claims are not

prevalent and should eventually be handled by the
company nurse.

I feel we showld call a meeting in the near future to
discuss these issues and wake the necessary decisions.



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE September 5, 1962
SUBJECT Request for Proposal A-6026
Ta H. Anderson FROM EZ. Harwood

Ted Johnson called today, Wednesday, September 5th,
regarding the proposal to NASA at Ames Research Center
Moffit Field, California, Ted would like us to reconsider
our refusal to bid on the overall system, and he would
like to talk to them on Monday, September 10th about
bidding on the whole system,

Ted seems to feel very strongly that it would be a
good job for us to handle, and would like to hear from
you on this as soon as possible.

Enclosures: Request for Proposal
Proposal

CC 3 Mr. Anderson's home,

iTAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE September 4, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Bob Rughes FROM Riga Newnan

The third drawer of ny newly reorganized filing cabinet
contains several preliminary drafts of the never finished
DEC "Workmanship Manual". Because so mch effort had been
put into it I find it difficult te dispose of. The purpose of
the present note is two folds

1. Do you have a new "Wartmanship Manual"
could substitute for these incomplete drafts?

2. Xf no "Workmanship Manual has been completed
can I help in any way to stimulate new interest
in the completion of the interrupted task

Will you please let me hear from you.

Copy for H. Anderson
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